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When i commenced
to study, i took the human
bones and handled them week
in and week out. month in
and month out.
c^. T. Still
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Philadelphia. Penna.
dedication
Frofn others he has received the gratitude for
the tvork he did in liberatir?g, to an extent that per-
haps no other man has achieved, the span of life from
physical afflictions small and great. From us noiv
comes an appreciation, not only of his efforts but
also of the opening he has made for all of us who
have chosen to follow in his steps in the field of serv-
ice to humanity. His own simplicity, honesty, knowl-
edge and unflinching courage in the face of unceas-
ing opposition, we reverently acknowledge and hope
will become an intrinsic part of our own struggle to
carry on the ideals for which he stood.
With affection and regard, we therefore dedi-
cate this effort of the Class of 1929 to the memory
of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, believing that only
through being one with him in spirit can we hope
to be one ivith him in work.
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Dr. Andrew Taylor Still
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Foreword
THE centenary anniversary of Dr. Still's birth brings
to mind an event which must be recognized as a
marker in the upward progress of civilization. From
application of laws so simple and so basic as to seem
now almost self-evident, the "Old Doctor" laid the
corner stone of a science for treatment of disease so
radically new, that, as of all new truths, it was at once
banned as apostasy to quackery. And yet, after a hun-
dred years, this Osteopathy has endured until it now
stands upon the brink of universal recognition.
And so, through The Synapsis, we are striving to
bring to you a record of your years here in this college of
Osteopathy. We are also attempting to link that record
with some of the ideals set down long ago by the "Master
Osteopath." Realizing the enormity of trying to bring
the works and life of Dr. Still down to the limits of a
Year book we yet hope that by our work we may
associate in the minds of our readers his ideas with our
college memories.
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Alma VYCater
Hail, <^lma KJMater, dear,
To thee our love declare;
To us be ever near,
Through all the years.
Help us thy truth to see;
Teach us staunch sons to be,
Striving continually,
-P. C. O. for thee.
When we depart from thee,
Serving where need we see.
Strengthen our loyalty,
Our trust in thee.
Quide us in all aright;
Qive us through wisdom, sight;
Qrant us to ever fight,
T. C. O. for thee.
^nd when our work complete,
Our course on earth is ceased.
Judge us thy sons and mete
Our task well done.
Increase frofn day to day,
"Daughters and sons, we pray,
To serve and live for thee,
'P. C. O. for thee.
7
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CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
Andrew Baylor Still
DR. STILL'S life spanned the period of pioneering, of the CivilWar, and the beginning of our present great epoch of scien-
tific research. As a small boy he found his place in the
westward movement when his father was appointed missionary to
Missouri by the M. E. Conference of Tennessee. Thereafter, his life
was filled with interesting events because he himself was keenly
alert to everything about him.
Growing up to be a good public citizen and learning medicine
under the tutelage of his father, all the adventures that could appeal
to a young and vigorous imagination opened before this youth. His
contact with animals brought him considerable knowledge of their
habits and nature's methods of protection. And about this same
time, he discovered what has since become a principle of osteopathic
technique . . . suboccipital pressure may be used to ease or stop
a headache.
Quoting from the Autobiography of A. T. Still, we learn . . .
"My science or discoverey was born in Kansas under many trying
circumstances. On the frontier while fighting the pro-slavery senti-
ment and snakes and badgers, then later on through the Civil 'War,
and after the Civil 'War, until like a burst of sunshine the whole
truth dawned on my mind, I was gradually approaching a science
by study, research and observation that the world is receiving."
Continued study of the habits and manners of the animals and
the mechanism of the human body from exhumed and dissected
Indians brought him to the final conclusion which he presented to
the world . . . "Man should study and use the drugs of his drug-
store only."
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The Faculty
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Dean Holden, A. B. D. O.
r^i
BORN: PHILADELPHIA, PA.
EDUCATED: CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, A. B. UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA, 1916; PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOP-
ATHY, 1922.
APPOINTED HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL SCIENCES
OF THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY, 1915.
WORLD WAR: SERVED AS SERGEANT MAJOR, 538TH ENGINEERS,
A. E. F.
APPOINTED DEAN OF THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOP-
ATHY, 1924.
SECRETARY AND TREASURER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY AND HOSPI-
TAL; SUPERINTENDENT OF THE HOSPITAL.
m
We recognize in Dean Holden a leader of vision and
wide sympathy, and we feel a personal share in the pro-
gressive step which is now reaching its fulfillment under
his careful guidance. To his efforts we feel the greatest
credit is due that Osteopathy is soon to have a new rnonu-
ment to its progress and accomplishment in the form of
a new College and Hospital.
5=-!
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Edgar O. Holden, A.B., D.O.
Dea?t of the Faculty, and Professor of Anatomy
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D. S. B. Pennock, D.O., M.D.
Professor of Surgery
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Ivan Dufur, D.O.
Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry
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Arthur M. Flack, D.O.
Professor of Osteopathy, and Professor of Pathology
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Edward G. Drew, D.O.
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
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Peter H. Brearley. D.O.
Professor oj Physiology, and Professor of Osteopathic Technique
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H. WiLLARD StERRETT, D.O.
Professor of Dermatology and Getiito-Urinary Diseases
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William Otis Galbreath. D.O.
Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, Otology and
Ophthalmology
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H. Walter Evans. D.O.
Processor of Bacteriology and Hygiene, and Associate Professor
of Obstetrics a??d Gynecology
'\Q9P.
Ira W. Drew, D.O.
Professor of Pediatrics
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Professors
C. D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D.O.
Professor of Clinical Osteopathy, and
Lecturer on Co7nparative Therapeutics
William S. Nicholl, D.O.
Professor of Principles of Osteopathy
Charles W. Barber, D.O.
Professor of Clinical Osteopathy
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Professors
Mary Patton Hitner, D.O.
Professor of Acute Infectious Diseases
Sarah W. Rupp, D.O.
Professor of Anatomy of the Nervous
System
i
Ralph L. Fischer, D.O.
Professor of Physical Diagnosis, Cardio-
vascular and Respiratory Diseases
\?^' \Q?P.
Professors
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
Professor of Clinical Osteopathy, and
Lecturer on Anaesthesia
Edward A. Green, A.B., D.O.
Professor of Descriptive Anatomy, and
Professor of Physiology
Walter F. Clayton, Ph.D., M.D.
Professor of Histology, and Associate
Professor of Pathology
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Associate Professors
Foster C. True. D.O.
Associate Professor of Clinical Osteopathy,
and Instructor in Surgery
Elizabeth R. Tinley, D.O.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics, and
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Principles
Russell C. Erb, B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of Chemistry, and
Associate in Bacteriology
Assistant Professors
James McGuigan, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Anatomy, and
Instructor in Dietetics
J.
Ernest Leuzinger, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Osteopathy,
and Instructor in Rhinology and Otology
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O.
Assistant Professor of Hygiene, and
Instructor in Roentgenology
Associates
Frederick A. Long, D.O.
Associate in Clinical Osteopathy
Mildred Fox, D.O.
Associate in Pediatrics
Wilbur P. Lutz, D.O.
Associate in Clinical Osteopathy, and Demonstrator of Physical Diagnosis
Ernest A. Johnson, D.O.
Associate in Physiology, and Demonstrator of Physics
Samuel L. Bailey, B.Pd., D.O.
Associate in Histology and Embryology
Lecturers
Roy K. Eldridge, D.O.
Lecturer on Comparative Therapeutics
J. Walter Jones, D.O.
Lecturer on Clinical Osteopathy
M. Francois D'Eliscu, B.Sc, D.P.E.
Lecturer on Physiotherapy, and Instructor in Emergencies
Harmon Y. Kiser, D.O.
Lecturer on Medical jurisprudence
Demonstrators
Charles H. Soden. D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technique
William J. Furey, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Technicpie
James B. Eldon, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Principles
Harry A. Stegman, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Principles
George H. Tinges, D.O.
Demonstrator of Diseases of the Ear, Nose and Throat
D. E. Stombaugh, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Principles
Ruth H. Winant, D.O.
Demonstrator of Osteopathic Principles
George L. Lewis, D.O.
Demonstrator of Clinical Osteopathy, and Instructor in Dermatology
\Q?P.
Instructors
Enrique Vergara, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Diagnosis and
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy
Carlton Street, D.O.
Instructor in Obstetrics
Herbert Fischer, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
J.
Walter Larkin, D.O.
Instructor in Pediatrics
Joseph F. Py, D.O.
Instructor in Clinical Osteopathy
J.
Maurice Gates, D.O.
Instructor in Pediatrics
William Spaeth, D.O.
Instructor in Pediatrics
William G. Minich, A.B., M.A.
Instructor in Biology and
Assistant in Chemistry
Wi
Assistants
Leo C. Wagner, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Alfred Gilliss, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Edgar Copp, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
J.
Francis Smith, D.O.
Assistant in Anatomy and Neurology
George S. Rothmeyer, D.O.
Assistant in Anatomy and
Osteopathic Technique
D. George Nelis, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Russell N. Eberly, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
John J. McHenry, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Earl F. Riceman, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Henrietta C. Peterson, A.B.
Assistant in Biology and Embryology
Orrin Copp, D.O.
Assistant in Roentgenology and
in Clinical Osteopathy
Guy W. Merryman, B.S.
Assistant in Chemistry
Edwin H. Cressman, D.O.
Assistant in Genito-Urinary Diseases and
in Clinical Osteopathy
Gladys P. Clayton, A.M.
Assistant in Histology
William C. Weisbecker, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Cornelius A. W. Hurtubise, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Henry B. Herbst, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
Joseph Treacy, D.O.
Assistant in Clinical Osteopathy
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Greetings to the Class of 1928
URING the past four years the truth of Dr. Still's underlying prin-
ciple, that a free circulation of vital fluids—blood and lymph—and
unimpeded nerve currents to every part of the body are essential to
normal metabolism and healthy living tissues, has been apparent to
each of you. Its simple yet dignified logic has answered every scientific
analysis. Indeed there is little, if any, refutation of its fact by exponents
of any school of healing. Rather does controversy with organized medical
dictum center in the importance—the place given to this postulate in the
physical well being of the body. It is, then, largely a question of view-
point. The osteopathic student is a practical keen analyst of body mechan-
ism. The body is not an inert, passive entity. It is inherently a potential
therapist per se. Its ritual calls for natural assistance only.
Like, but, oh, how diflferent!
—Wordstvorth.
The medical student is burdened with the heritage of years of fallacious
allegiance to drug therapy. He at once becomes a victim of miscalculated
viewpoint. His sponsors will let him have none of structural causation of
disease. He must face the tragedy of continued symtomatic treatment.
A great public has sufi^ered this to the point of endurance. It has aptly
been said that the people of this country are demanding of the medical pro-
fession something more than shaking up test tubes and looking through mi-
croscopes. The public mind seeks liberation from the mysteries of medicine.
It is aroused to interest in a subject vitally bound up with enlightened prog-
ress in all lines. Whatever the outcome, radical changes in public attitude
to physicians and in the character of diagnosis and therapy are inevitable and
imminent. An intelligent public will be the factor to bring this about. Medi-
cal schools face indictment for illogical causation of disease; the balance
hangs heavily on this side rather than in proof of the truth of fundamental
osteopathic principles by this school.
Young graduates, the thing the public demands most of all when they
are sick, is service, and if they cannot get it from you they will go elsewhere.
You must fit yourselves for constantly increasing responsibilities. With no
thought for yourselves, but solely with the desire to serve, you must accept
and hold positions of trust, numerous and important, which will indicate the
confidence in you of other men. Your guidance and wise administration,
soundness of judgment and willingness to serve will carry you far in your
community. Give heed to the fact that the purpose and ideals of all scholar-
ship are contained in culture.
Edgar O. Holden, A.B., D.O.,
Dea7i.
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RICHARD C. AMMERMAN
"Dick"
IFearing the sideuuilks out to the "Pen."
Iota Tau Sigma.
Bethlehem High School.
Interclass Track I; Dance Committee I and II; Class Treasurer
III; Chairman of Social Committee of Neurone Society III;
President, E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society IV; Pennsylvania
Osteopathic Society.
Varsity Tennis I, II, III, IV; As
sistant Manager Tennis II
Captain IV; E. G. Drew Ob
stetrical Society; Humor Edi
tor of Axone IV; Class Proph
et IV; Osteopathic Digest
Staff; Neo Senior Society
Treasurer.
IRVING BAKER
"Bake"
One of she many Benedicts.
Lambda Omicron Gamma.
Central High School, Pniladelphia
EDMUND C. BARNES
"Ed"
Athlete, student, and joke-
writer.
Atlas Club.
Masten Park High School.
IVAN F. BIXBY
"Bix"
The original cigar smolder.
West Philadelphia High School.
GEORGE W. BOWLBY
"Bill"
^'Onr CiiiiuiiiiJiJ Sofi^sfer"
Atlas Club.
Middleton High School, Nova Scotia; Mt. Allison University,
Acadia University; Provincial Normal School; Canadian Chiro-
practic College.
Student Council 1; Class President II; President Student Coun-
cil IV.
JOHN C. BRADFORD
"Jack"
Star basketball player but tem-
peratnental.
Atlas Club; Delta Sigma Phi.
Wilmington Friends' School; Se-
wickley High School ; Univer-
sity of Virginia.
Varsity Basketball I, II, III, IV;
Varsity Baseball I, II; Presi-
dent of A. A. IV; Interfra-
ternity Council III, IV.
FLORENCE M. CARGILL
"Flossie"
We'll long remember your vim and vigi,r.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Galeton High School; Frevecca College, Nashville, Tennessee;
Nyack Institute.
Class Secretary III; Junior Prom Committee.
[42]
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JAMES A. CLARK
"Jimmie"
The boy with the whistle.
Atlas Club.
Jordan High School.
E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society.
B
m
Iota Tau Sigma.
South High School, Worcester.
Corresponding Editor Axone II;
E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society.
AMOS P. CLARKSON
"Ame"
Outwardly calm, inwardly
Riotous.
•f B
W6
GEORGE COLVIN
"Doc Phillips"
Not enough is known about him
[43]
SIDNEY W. COOK
"Sid"
Short and snappy.
Carbondale High School.
Advertising Manager of 1927 Synapsis;
Junior Prom Committee III.
WILLIAM DAIBER
"Bill"
'iiiiony is my home town.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Frankford High School.
Varsity Tennis II, III, IV; Man-
ager Varsity Tennis IV; Vice-
President E. G. Drew Obstet-
rical Society; Senior Corres-
pondent to Osteopathic Di-
gest.
w
JOHN E. DEVINE
"Johnny"
Catch 'em. Love 'em. Leave 'em.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Ocean City High School.
Athletic Editor 1927 Synapsis; Basketball Manager III, IV; Jun-
ior Prom Committee III; E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society IV.
[44]
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ARTHUR DOREMUS
"Art"
Hard lo get acquainted.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Rutgers Preparatory School.
Freshman Dance Committee; Assistant Editor 1927 Synapsis;
Chairman Junior Prom Committee III; E. G. Drew Obstetri-
cal Society IV.
Millersburg High School, Har-
risburg Academy.
OTTERBEIN DRESSLER
The big instrutnent man from
tip-slate.
Mi
JAMES M. EATON
"Jim"
Undecided whether to give Berlin or Vienna his services.
Atlas Club; Pi Delta Epsilon.
Wilkes-Barre High School; University of Pennsylvania.
Business Manager Axone III; E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society IV.
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EDGAR J. FIESTAL
"Eddie"
Ty Cobb, Tris Speaker, Eddie Fiestal.
Lambda Omicron Gamma.
Peddie Institute; Trenton High School.
Varsity Baseball I, II, III, IV; Captain Varsity Baseball IV; Vice-
President of A. A. IV; Sports Editor of Axone IV.
K. WALLACE FISH
"Wally"
The boy with the shady
"dates."
Iota Tau Sigma.
Mt. Kisco High; White Plains
High School.
N. Y. Junior Osteopathic Soci-
ety ; Interfraternity Council
Representative III; Assistant
Business Manager Axone III;
Photographic Editor 1927
Synapsis.
HARRIET M. GOSPER
"Gosh"
Personality plus.
Axis Club.
Elmira High School ; Newark Preparatory.
Junior Prom Committee; Secretary of Interfraternity Council;
Secretary A. A. IV; Social Editor Axone IV.
^^^
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GEORGE K. GOULD
Oh, these women drive 7ne wild.
Clearfield High School; Syracuse University.
Freshman Basketball; Sophomore Hop Committee.
Atlas Club.
Port Royal High School.
Assistant Manager Basketball 11;
Class Basketball.
J. ROBERT GRAY
"Bob"
Boisterous Bob.
JOSEPH E. HADJELHI, B.S.
"Joe"
VC^ant to hear a good joke.
West Philadelphia High School ; University of Pennsylvania.
Class Historian II, III; Associate Editor Axone II, IV.
z^s^s^ss.
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Vm FREDERICK W. HARTER
"Freddy"
Days .md dazed.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Syracuse Vocational High.
Freshman Basketball; Track I, II, III, IV; Manager of Track IV.
HARVEY R. HAUPT
"Dutch"
Celebrated mid-years by getting
Married.
Atlas Club.
Shamokin High School.
Advertising Manager Axone II.
m
ALFRED B. HESS
"Al"
Telephorte call for you, Al.
Theta Psi.
Clifton High School.
Assistant Advertising Manager 1927 Synapsis; Axone Staff IV.
M
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HARRY C. HESSDORFER
"Harry"
A wilty pen-pusher.
Phi Sigma Gamma; Plii Epsilon Kappa.
Northeast High School; Temple University Teacher's College.
Vice-President of Class I, II; Class President III; Art Editor
Axone and Osteopathic Digest; Neo Senior Society.
IdClcl!
WILLIAM K. HOWES,
D.O.
"Ken"
New hut well liked.
Acacia; Sigma Sigma Phi.
Central High School of Syracuse.
Des Moines Still College of
Osteopathy.
ROY HUGHES
"Hughie"
Rough, ready, reliable.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Johnstown High School.
Assistant Business Manager 1927 Synapsis.
VP^' 9Qi
GEORGE F. JAMES
"Jim" "Jess"
Another Aiclnnis in the making.
Lorain High School.
Baseball I, II, III, IV; Captain of Baseball III; Vice-President
Neo Senior Society.
iK /b
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ELMER R. JENKINS
"Jenks"
He strums a mean banjo.
Theta Psi.
Plains High School, Wyoming
Seminary.
College Orchestra.
r
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CORA L. JENNINGS
One of the inseparables.
Shelter Island High School.
New Haven Normal School of Gymnasium.
[50]
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WINSTON B. JENNINGS
"Joe"
He drii'es a fierce sparrow.
Atlas Club.
Southampton High School.
Basketball I, III, IV.
Axis Club.
Central High School of Hartis-
burg.
Class Secretar)' I, II, IV.
ANNA
SOLLENBERGER
JOHNSON
Perfect Co-ed.
JEAN JOHNSTON
"The Countess"
Energetic, enthusiastic, and enduring.
Kappa Psi Delta.
McConnellsburg High School, Cumberland Valley Nornnal School.
Secretary' E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society IV; Interfraternity Coun-
cil IV.
Di]:
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JUDSON W. JOHNSTON
"JuD"
Stetson s Style Setter.
Atlas Club.
Fayetteville High School.
Manager of Frosh Basketball II; New York Junior Osteopathic
Association.
L. REID LAUGHTON
"Sleepy"
Athlete bold.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
West Philadelphia High; Tem-
ple Preparatory; Temple Uni-
versity.
Indoor Track I, II; Class Relay
Team I, II; Varsity Relay
Team I, II; Captain Varsity
Relay II; Assistant Manager
Track II; Varsity Basketball
I, II, III, IV; Captain Varsity
Basketball IV; Vice-President
A. A. Ill; Interfraternity
Council III, IV; Neo Senior
Society.
W
ALVAH HOBART LEEDS, D.O.
"Al"
Glad to have him back.
Atlas Club; Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Yonkers High School; Colgate University; Kirksville College of
Osteopathy and Surgerj'.
{52}
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LEWIS MAIER
"Moe"
; Hands, big feet, and Oh! What an Osteopath.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Latrobe High School; Grove City College.
Freshman Basketball.
Theta Psi.
Goshen High School.
American School of Osteopathy.
m
HOWARD MANCHESTER,
D.O.
"Manny"
Best of luck in New York.
CONRAD MAULFAIR
"Connie"
Give me a call nest hour.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Lebanon High School.
RAY R. McCULLOUGH
"Mac"
Another Good Sport.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Friends' Select School.
JOHN J. McNELIS
"Harpo"
The office lounger.
lota Tau Sigma.
York High School.
Pennsylvania Junior Osteopath!
Society; Newman Club.
HAROLD MILLER
"Dusty"
Uncle Sam's Osteopath.
Theta Psi.
Newark Preparatory School.
[54]
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IRMA M. MINCH
Our Terphchoreivi Expert.
Kappa Psi Delta.
Washington Public High School, Illinois; Illinois State Normal
School.
Basketball I, II, III, IV; Captain Girls' Basketball IV.
Theta Psi.
Oberlin High School.
WALTER R. O'NEAL
"Walt"
JFf wish ife knew him better.
WILLIAM J. PERKINS
"Bill" "Perk"
Pardon me, u'e passed anaesthesia.
Atlas Club.
Carbondale High School.
Chairman Social Committee I, II.
vn
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ALTON N. ROBINS
"Al"
The Axone hound.
Theta Psi.
Cathedral High School.
Associate Editor Axone III; Junior Prom Committee; Ne'mnan
Club III. IV; Vice-President Neurone Societ}' IV; Editor-in-
chief Axone IV; President Interfraternitj- Council IV; Associate
Editor of Osteopathic Digest.
ARTHUR T. SHANNON
"River"
Joviality himself.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
St. Aloj'sius Academy.
Newman Qub.
GLADYS SMILEY
The other inseparable.
Albany Academy for Girls.
Graduate of Department of Hygiene and Physical Education Wel-
lesley College.
[56]
CARL SPEAR
"Irish"
Aspires lo being jn Obstetricijn.
Lambda Omicron Gamma.
Rome Free Academy.
Class Basketball 1; Varsity Basketball II; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; Junior Prom Committee; Treasurer Neurone Society IV;
Treasurer Interfraternity Council IV; Axone Advertising Man-
ager IV.
Class Treasurer I, II, IV; Penn-
sylvania Junior Osteopathic
Society; Interne at Dr. Ira
Drew's Sanatorium for Chil-
dren; Class Correspondent to
Osteopathic Digest IV.
WALTER SPILL
"Walt"
Cod's gift to nurses.
Iota Tau Sigma.
Allegheny High School.
ALICE M. SWIFT
"Ma"
Just the opposite.
Axis Club.
Edinboro High School; Edinboro State Normal.
E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society IV.
^r
CLIFFORD L. SYMINGTON
"Cliff"
With knowledge supreme.
Theta Psi.
South Manchester High School.
Freshman Dance Commiitte I; Associate Editor Axone I; Class
Treasurer I; Business Manager Axone III; President Neurone
Society IV; President Senior Class IV; Student Council IV.
Associate Editor Axone I; Chair-
man Freshman Dance Commit-
tee; Chairman Year Book
Committee I ; Penn Relay Team
I ; Class Relay Team I, II ; In-
door Track I, II; Neurone So-
cial Committee II; Editor-in-
chief of 1927 Synapsis; Inter-
fraternity Council IV ; Secre-
tary Neo Senior Society.
HERBERT R. TALMAGE
"Herb"
A good man to get something
done.
Iota Tau Sigma; Phi Sigma Kap-
pa.
Irvington High School ; Lehigh
University.
VLADIMIR DE TILLEMAN
"The Count"
Ritssi.in cigarettes.
St. Catherine High School, Petrograd.
HERBERT E. C. ULRICH
"Herb"
Due to m.iki! good.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Hasbrouck Heights High School.
Business Man.iger 1927 Synapsis; Vice-President of Class IV.
Assistant Manager Track II;
Manager Track III; Varsity
Basketball I. II, III, IV; Var-
sity Baseball I. II, III, IV;
Tennis III, IV; Class Vice-
President III; E. G. Drew Ob-
stetrical Society IV; Neo Sen-
ior Society.
MORGAN W. VON LOHR
"Von"
The sophomore favorite.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Glassboro High School ; Temple
University.
J. H. WARREN
"Jack"
Will bring Africa to Pennsylvania.
Theta Psi.
Johnstown High School.
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J. ROBERT WYLIE
"Bob"
We don't know him so well.
Phi Sigma Gamma.
Bloomfield High School.
W^
^he History of the Senior Qlass
THIS history, like most others, must begin at the beginning and end
—
well, is there ever an end? We might begin at the first day with its
vivid impressions, and relate other unforgetable experiences, but we
shall only generalize. In later life, every individual looks back on
college life and sees a certain picture of it. To some it was all work and
study; to others the basis of real friendship; to one group, it was a career;
to another group an age of frivolity; while to still others the picture con-
tained an ideal merging out of them all.
During the Freshman year, the Class of '28 suffered a rather benign
existence. Organization of the Class by Dr. A. H. Leeds, Sophomore Presi-
dent, was a quiet affair, in comparison to similar events in subsequent years.
The officers at this time comprised: Florenz Smith, President; Harry Hess-
dorfer, Vice-President; Anna Sollenberger, Secretary; and Walter Spill,
Treasurer. The outstanding event of the year, the Freshman Dance, was
held in the Adelphi Hotel, and enjoyed by all who attended.
At the onset of the Sophomore year, it was discovered that several of
our fellows had fallen by the wayside, but unlike the adage of the rolling
stone, we had gathered some new moss, in the personnel of Alton Robbins,
Clifford Symington, Morton Engle, and Mrs. Fern Steenbergh. Officers
elected in the early part of the year, were as follows: G. W. Bowlby, Presi-
dent ; Harry Hessdorfer, Vice-President ; Anna Sollenberger, Secretary ; Wal-
ter Spill, Treasurer. The Sophomore Hop, crowning event of the year, was
conducted in the Rittenhouse Hotel. The reputation of P. C. O. as a matri-
monial bureau, did not suffer during this year. Those succumbing to the
wiles of Dan Cupid were: Jean Johnston and Vladimir deTilleman, Harry
Hessdorfer, Clifford Symington, while the wedding of Anna Sollenberger to
Dr. Ernest A. Johnson took place late in the summer preceding the Junior
year. The election of class officers for the Junior year converted our little
class room into a veritable battle ground, one of the most unpleasant events
of our Sophomore year. After the smoke and dust and a few other things
of battle, had cleared away Harry Hessdorfer was elected President; Charles
Young, Vice-President; Richard Ammerman, Treasurer; and Florence Car-
gill, Secretary.
The Junior year brought with it greater responsibilities, clinically, scho-
lastically, and socially. The office of Vice-President, left vacant by the de-
cision of Charles Young to continue his studies at the Kirksville College,
was filled most capably by Morgan von Lohr. The class was augmented by
two new members, Robert Wiley who continued his studies after an absence,
and Dr. Samuel Bailey, a Kirksville graduate, of some years back. After
much debate, The Synapsis, under the able guidance of Herbert Talmadge,
was published, and heralded as the finest year book to date. The Junior
Prom, the outstanding social event of the college year, held at the Elks Club,
proved to be a huge success. The remainder of the year passed uneventfully,
the elections of Senior class officers as follows: Clifford Symington, Presi-
dent; Herbert Ulric, Vice-President; Walter Spill, Treasurer; Anna Sollen-
berger. Secretary; James Eaton, Historian; Edmund Barnes, Prophet.
The Senior year, the crowning climax of a four year epoch, is now fast
drawing to a close, many of our dreams having materialized, new ones are
fast taking their place. Again new faces greeted us, Dr. A. H. Leeds, Dr.
Stewart Francis, Dr. Howard Manchester, Dr. William Howes, all graduates
of the Kirksville College of Osteopathy, William Wright and Donald Brown
of last year's Class who continued their studies, all fitting into the even tenure
of our existence. Dan Cupid again made serious inroads on the bachelor-
hood of the class, claiming as his victims at this time Herbert Talmadge, Har-
vey Haupt, Edmund Barnes, Jack Bradford, Morton Engel, Irving Baker,
Harold Galbraith, Walter O'Neal, Harriet Gosper and Harold Miller. The
outstanding event of this year was the concerted eflf^ort of the fraternal organ-
izations, to abolish the animosity that formerly existed between the various
societies, and to instill in its place a feeling of good fellowship and tolerence,
thus paving the way to far more pleasant associations in the years to come.
And now, the future stretches out before us, and oftimes we wonder
what it holds for each one of us. For some the way is beset with many
difficulties and obstacles which must be overcome before gaining a measure
of success; for others the way will be mar\-elously smooth; some will soar to
the heights of fame; while others will drink the dregs of life. But, no matter
the sweetness or the bitterness of the drink, all are striving toward a common
goal, that we may better fit ourselves and be ready to take up the struggle,
when those who so gallantly have carried on before us, begin to falter, ever
keeping foremost in our minds the truths of that greatest of sciences.
Osteopathy.
James M. Eaton,
Historian.
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Anna Sollenberger Johnson
Secretary
Walter Spill
Treasurer
Senior Class Ojficers
Herbert E. C. Ulrich
Vice-President
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Qlass Prophecy
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EING the duly elected Prophet for the Class of
'28, it behooves me to start "propheting." Other
prophets of years gone by have blamed their
prophecies on a snifF of ether, a bad dream, a
bottle of booze or a bump on the head. But as a real,
live, up-to-date Prophet I intend to show the wide world
just what pikers old chaps like Moses were by making
a prophecy without the use of stimulants or without
growing a crop of face foliage.
When the year 1948 rolls around I expect the
following newspaper clippings about members of my
Class. Believe it or not, this is my Prophecy:
In the Bethlehetn (Pa.) Blabber—"Dr. Richard
Ammerman, a very enterprising young Osteopath, has
invented a new handle for Dr. Miller's lymphatic pump.
The new handle reduces labor and so will probably be
used by Obstetricians also."
In the Maritzbiirg (South Africa) Gazette—"Dr.
Beryl Arbuckle has opened her customary winter clinic for the purpose of relieving any
savages suffering with chilblains."
In the Philadelphia Dust—"Drs. Irving Baker, Harry Hessdorfer and Irma Minch
have been undergoing great personal sacrifice in the interest of science at the Osteopathic
Research Institute. They are making numerous experiments to determine just where the
jellyfish gets his jelly."
Two days later in the Dust—"Drs. Morton Engel and Harold Miller, largely thru
experiments confined to the bath tub, are ready to answer the question raised by their
colleagues at the Research Institute. These two mighty men of science can prove that
the jellyfish gets his jelly from the ocean currents."
In the Leu'iston (Me.) S»i!—"Dr. James A. Clark is heartily in favor of adding
one hundred yards of cement to the State road. This proposition would make the road
three hundred yards long and one of the finest in the State—as far as it goes. Dr. Clark
also wishes to announce that he has no further use for milk bottles."
In the Lorraine (Ohio) Bioik—"Dr. Geo. James, the elongated Osteopath, was
struck in the right orb while playing baseball with his children. Henceforth the children
will be more careful with their father's orbs."
In the Carbondale (Pa.) Slinger—"Drs. Wm. Perkins and Sydney Cook have
signed a petition never to go thru their patients' pockets in the future. Each will hire
an assistant to do the dirty work. 'Tis the patient who pays—and pays!"
In the Holmesburg (Pa.) Monthly—"Dr. Wm. Daiber will attempt to convince
Philadelphians in a lecture this evening that Philadelphia could be made fit to live in.
Dr. Daiber has some Antiseptic Powders to illustrate his lecture."
In the Bridgeton (N. J.) News
—
"Dr. Irvin Atkinson, of this hamlet, has just
returned from the National Osteopathic Convention held in New York City. He
learned some new technic and is very busy explaining to his wife just how a pair of
silk stockings happened to be in his coat pocket."
In the Neu< York City Herald—"Dr. Samuel Bailey has started a Health Farm for
underfed stage folk. All will receive Osteopathic manipulations, while Dr. Geo. Sullivan
Im
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will teach the rudiments of basketball to the inrnates, so they have a reliable trade to fall
back on when they are cured."
A series of items from the Syracuse (N. Y.) Blab—
"Dr. Harold Galbraith advises the younger generation not to go for buggy rides
as experience has taught him that horses carry tales (tails)."
"Drs. Stewart Francis and William Howes visited the business section today and
each one invested in a new sky-piece. We may now expect rainy weather."
"Dr. Judson Johnston left Syracuse today with Mrs. Johnston and eight of their
children for an extended stay in Philadelphia, where Dr. Johnston will study Pediatrics.
The remaining six children will look after the house during the absence of their parents."
"Dr. Frederick Harter has cultivated his voice to such an extent that noon-day
whistles are now a thing of the past in Syracuse as long as Dr. Harter remains active."
In the Fraiiklinville (N. Y.) Hortt—"Dr. Geo. Gould has just left for his eighth
tour of the world. Nobody saw him when he left and nobody will see him when he
returns, but everybody is sure he has gone."
In the Trevorton (Pa.) Deiitscher—"Dr. Harvey Haupt, the eminent surgeon, can
remove the broadest brogue of the afflicted by a very radical operation. This is known
only to Dr. Haupt, so there can be no argument."
In the Lancaster (Pa.) Toot—"Dr. Alice Swift talked to the Ladies' Auxiliary of
the Civic Welware League on a very timely topic—the Old Doctor, Himself. Dr. Swift
shook everybody's hand afterward and the strain was too great for her frail constitution,
so Dr. Wm. Wright was called in to render first aid. Very luckily Dr. Wright had just
returned from a hunting trip and was home when the call came."
In the ]ohnstown (Pa.) Flood—"Dr. Roy Hughes today put his competitor, Dr.
John Warren, out of business with a well-aimed brick. Dr. Hughes is in sole command
of all Osteopathic fields until Dr. Warren recovers and again enters competition."
In the Petrograd (Russia) Kazynski—"Drs. Jean and Vladimir de Tilleman, after
educating nobility to Osteopathy, will attempt to pass a law recognizing their profession
in Russia. However, not much will be done until the price of bombs come down and
then we may expect to see some action."
In the P. C. O. Axone—"The active chapter of the Iota Tau Sigma Fraternity wel-
comes the following passive members: Dr. Herbert Talmage, Dr. Wallace Fish, Dr.
John McNeils and Dr. Conrad Maulfair. All four members gave a demonstration on
how Bridge should be played. They are doing well in practice but are married."
In the Albany (N. Y.) Daily—"Dr. Gladys Smiley wishes to announce that, due
to the scarcity of Osteopaths in this part of the country and the consequent demands
made upon her for service, the price for an office call will be raised from $1.40 to
$1.50—with time and a half for overtime.
In the Southampton (N. Y.) Bump—"Dr. Winston Jennings has opened his sum-
mer office on the highway opposite the Country Club. He will take care of patients
between putts."
In the Philadelphia (Pa.) Pill—"Dr. Reid Laughton will do no more charity work
in the future. The price of butter is so high in Upper Darby and he has so many
mouths to feed that he is forced to start keeping books."
"Dr. Florence Cargill has opened a new office in the basement of Child's Restaurant.
The new office is filled with indigestibles daily. Dr. Cargill does most of her work with
a stomach pump or an enema bag."
"The President of the United States entered Philadelphia today at 9-30 A. M. By
9.25 A. M. Dr. John Bradford had an Atlas Club pledge button on his coat lapel. Dr.
Bradford is waiting for the time when Gabriel blows his horn so he can rush St. Peter."
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In the Burlington (Vermont) Blab—"Dr. Al Robins, of this city, is host to Dr.
Elmer Jenkins, of Trucksville, Pa. Both doctors are resuming their musical education,
much to the annoyance of the people in Boston."
In the Rome (N. Y.) Lifter—"Dr. Arthur Shannon and Dr. Carl Spear will do a
melting-pot act by combining their offices. Dr. Shannon will be President and Dr. Spear
Treasurer of the new corporation."
In the Flushing (N. Y.) Boivl—"Dr. Leonard Smith suggests changing the name
of this town, as all his friends embarrass him by presenting him with a chain whenever
the occasion permits."
In the Middleton (Nova Scotia) Monthly—"Dr. Geo. Bowlby, the chiropractic
Osteopath, has invented a new technic whereby he can correct lesions over the telephone,
but as yet he has not invented a system to collect his fee by the same method."
In the Montreal (Canada) Howl—"Dr. Joseph Hadjelhi has just completed his
latest novel and will put it on the market as a competitor to Bocaccio's De Cameron."
In the Kingston (Pa.) Yearly—"Dr. James Eaton, the famous Orthopedic surgeon,
has missed his hat, gloves, an old umbrella and a pair of rubbers since his last operation.
It may be necessary to dig the patient up to determine definitely if they were mislaid
or stolen."
In the Canton (Pa.) Knoodle—"The mortality rate of this community has come
up to normal since Dr. Ivan Bixby, Osteopath, relinquished his general practice for a
specialty. Dr. Bixby will specialize on hoof and mouth diseases."
In the Worcester (Mass.) Times—"Dr. Amos Clarkson, of this city, will address
the local Medical Society this evening on 'Osteopathy.' Dr. 'Walter Spill, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., will look after Dr. Clarkson's practice while he is convalescing for a few weeks."
In the Dover (N. J.) Advertiser
—
"Dr. Geo. Colvin, the prominent obstetrician,
will not be able to practice for some time, due to the fact that he had three fingers
burned when he put them into a crock of home-made wine by mistake."
In the Clintonbnrg (N. Y.) Express—"Dr. Laura Bernard, Osteopath, treated 62
patients yesterday, after which she skipped rope for one hour
—
just to prove that Oste-
opathy keeps her young."
In the Strotidsburg (Pa.) Candle—"Dr. Geo. Darrohn is making a name for him-
self not only by his great work in curing charley-horses in poker players but as a
player also."
In the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Sun—"Dr. James Maxwell, of this city, known as the
'Silent Osteopath,' shouted at a patient yesterday for not relaxing as she should. Today
Dr. Maxwell has tonsilitis."
In the Trenton (N. J.) Bum
—
"Dr. Edgar Fiestal has had a telephone installed in
his box at the baseball stadium so that he can communicate with his office in case some-
body should happen in during the daytime."
In the Mountain Lakes (N. J.) Yearly
—
"Dr. Arthur Doremus has returned from
Newark with all the latest styles for men. Look to Dr. Dorsemus to show us just what
the well-dressed Osteopath sihould wear."
In the Honey Grove (Pa.) Bee-Hive—"Dr. Robert Gray will address the 'W. C.
T. U. tomorrow on 'Alcohol in Medicine.' As Dr. Gray is an Osteopath, the lecture
will be against Medicine rather than against Alcohol."
In the South Manchester (Conn.) Neivs—"Dr. Clifford Symington, Osteopathic
Anatomist, says that if it were not for musical comedies and bathing beaches. Anatomy
would be a lost art."
In the Ocean City (N. J.) News
—
"Dr. John Devine, of this city, and Dr. Herbert
Ulrich, of Hasbrook Heights, N. J., demonstrated technique before the Osteopathic
County Society last evening. Dr. Ulrich's neck is much better today and Dr. Devine
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expects to be able to straighten up in a few weeks."
In the Millersburg (Pa.) Sack—"Dr. O. Dressier will conduct the town's brass
band at a May Day celebration. Four of Dr. Dressler's children will help in the noise-
making process."
In the Greenfield (Mass.) Seed—"Dr. Donald Brown is in the hospital again.
This is the twelfth time Dr. Brown has forgotten to stoop when entering his office and
it is feared that his skull is fractured this time."
In the Shelter Island (N. Y.) Hnt—"Dr. Cora Jennings will offer a valuable prize
to the patient who comes to her office the greatest number of times in a year. Needless
to say Dr. Jennings intends to invest in a new car."
In the Philadelphia (Pa.) Knock—"Among the prominent people registered at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel are three female Osteopaths: Dr. Harriet Gosper, of Elmira, N. Y.
;
Dr. Anna Vaill, of Goshen, Conn., and Dr. Anna Sollenberger, of Harrisburg, Pa. All
three had to be ejected due to the fearful noise they made while boosting their own
practice. Dr. Gosper was having the best of the blowing contest when the ejection
took place."
In the Scranton (Pa.) Clinker—"Dr. Alfred Hess, of this city, and Dr. Walter
O'Neal, of Chambersburg, Pa., met today for the first time since their graduation in
1928. Fortunately, they were able to procure some black coffee before the party became
too rough,"
In the Haddon Heights (N. J.) Tumble
—
"Dr. Al. Leeds says that if the inhabi-
tants of this city do not lean more favorably toward Osteopathy he will be forced to
dust off his violin to keep the Packard at the door."
In the Philadelphia (Pa.) D7ist—"Last evening at Baggs Hotel the Phi Sigma
Gamma Fraternity held a reunion. Dr. Louis Maier, of Latrobe, Pa., was stabbed four
times in the right hand while reaching the length of the table. Dr. Ray McCuUough,
of Carlisle, Pa., drank the water out of the finger bowl and put a spray of celery in his
buttonhole in place of flowers. Dr. Morgan von Lohr, of Glassboro, N. J., borrowed
six napkins, a set of silverware and a palm as souvenirs."
In the Bloomspeld (N. J.) Flower
—
"Dr. Robert Wylie reports the completion of
a new serum that, when injected into a patient, makes the patient "pop" proof. This
will probably not work on Neuresthenics."
In the Gardiner (N. Y.) Post—"Dr. Howard Manchester again forgot his strength
and broke one of his best patients into four pieces. This makes the third casualty
this week."
In the Binghamton (N. Y.) Crust—"Dr. James Flannigan, the Irish Bonebreaker,
blew his teeth out yesterday while trying to whistle the latest song."
In the Buffalo (N. Y.) Bugle—"Dr. Edmund Barnes is still receiving bombs from
his classmates of 1928 for writing a Class Prophecy. Fortunately, no harm has befallen
this famous Osteopath and he goes on curing multitudes each day."
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PAUL BALDRIDGE
Give etiology of So-and-so,
The irate proctor roared.
Paul rose to tell him
While the rest of the class
looked bored.
A learned man, endowed with the desire
to learn more, and an everlasting thirst for
knowledge. Some day, Paul will be success-
ful, and reap the results of his labor.
ANTONIO ABEYTA FRANK L. BARNETT
Tony argues day and night
On subjects wild and tame
Sometimes he's right, sometimes
he's wrong
But he'll argue just the same.
Tony has always been a big help to our
professors. He always selects a front row
seat, and proves a big aid at first day roll
calls. The two things for which we shall
always remember him are his ability to talk
out of turn and to procure chalk.
A smile is an asset
Good work is an aid
Just look at "ole" Barney
He has both to parade.
"Barney" has only one fault—he comes
from Trenton. Despite this handicap, he is
so popular a member of the class, that he
can extract dues in a comparatively painless
way. We predict for him a future in which
he relieves man of many an illness in this
same manner.
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DOROTHY L. BRUNNER
Sweet temper is a virtue
A smile is good to see.
So look well at Dotty.
She has both, you see.
Dotty is like a lot of sunshine. Has any-
one ever seen her cross or out of sorts? Of
course not. Her cheerful ways and ever-
present, friendly smile have jjaincd her many
friends in old P. C. O.
BEATRICE BLAWIS
Oh show me gracious Muse,
The brilliance of thy treasure.
The pen is mine, but I am thine
To do thy sovereign pleasure.
Now that The Synapsis is published, we
are kept busy accepting bouquets for Betty.
How well she deserves them. Besides being
a successful editor, we can justly predict a
future just as illustrious as an osteopathic
physician. A little bird once whispered to
us that Betty is fond of the cowboy he-man
type.
S. GILBERT CORWIN
He milked the Holsteins by the moon
And slept throughout the day;
He came to us in the winter time
And in the spring made hay.
Sy is another one of those quiet boys but
he has a very natural smile which causes
many a maiden's heart to flutter as he casts
his shy grin upon her. Sy is very good-
natured and takes things quieriy (even those
high grades).
^s;:^s:^s^;
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FRANK P. DOBBINS
"That's wonderful music,"
The class all cried.
"It's Dobbins that playing,"
We're sure nobody lied.
Frank is a valuable asset to the Junior
Class. 'We all know how well he plays the
piano and sings—especially bass. Even applied
anatomy is mere play to him. He's always
_garne for anything—but black bottom.
GEORGE N. COULTER
He first saw service
Upon the deep and briny sea.
Now he's changed his mind
And a doctor he wants to be.
"From oiler on a banana ship to chief
surgeon on one of the largest oceanic liners."
This is the story of George's rise to success.
The experiences he endured on the dreary
sea will undoubtedly be of great benefit to
George in his professional life.
A. D. EBERLY
A quiet, serious chap is Eb
With never much to say.
No wonder that he's liked so well
We know it's just his way.
Eb undoubtedly believes in the old adage
that "Silence is golden." At any rate he
bears the distinction of being the quietest
fellow in the class. 'We are quite sure that
Eb will put Lancaster on Osteopathy's map.
[70]
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JOHN GAUER, Jr.
Here is a lad that's happy
And always dressed so snappy.
Add to this an Irish wit
You see why Jack's a hit.
Behold the technician supreme! Jack is
the Red Grange of our class. Yes, he has
red hair and the best physical build in the
East.
OBERT J. EMANUEL
He started out
A Medic to be,
He then woke up
So it's Osteopathy.
His career began in Bellevue, New York
City. 'We shall always wonder if that had
anything to do with the "Shirt Mystery."
For him we predict neurologic success.
BENJAMIN GROSS
The world has gained a doctor,
"While journalists lost an ace.
But this boy's vim and vigor
He can use most any place.
If you are looking for a chap who will
put all his energy into getting any work that
he may assume done, here is your man. Ever
since he came here, "Benny" has been deep
in all sorts of activities, particularly those
that have to do with publications. "When he
starts putting all his thoughts upon practicing,
just watch his list of patients grow. Good
luck, Benny.
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WALTER V. LALLY
We all went to the first class;
We all had to wait
We looked around the room
Guess what?—Lally was late.
Walt came to P. C. O. with two purposes
in mind; the first, to get a degree, and the
second, to get into the first hour class by
8.30. So far he has been successful because
he is a likeable chap and we agree that it
is better late than never—eh Walt?
FRED J. KALLMEYER
"A thunderstorm," we yelled, as a rumble
Came towards us from afar.
The rumble whizzed by us,
'Twas Fred in his unique Ford car.
When Better Babies are born. Kail will be
the obstetrician. Fred is the class obstetrician
and many members of the coming generation
will rejoice over the fact. We almost forgot
to mention Fred's famous Ford car—he folds
it up and keeps it under his bed.
FRANK W. LAROE
An osteopath Wood wants to be.
And a doggone good one too.
So when that shingle he hangs out.
Let's all go to him, including you.
Wood is chief mischief-maker of the class.
He never comes prepared, and is always lack-
ing a pencil, a book, or a note-book. He has
a power of grubbing the above mentioned so
that we will long remember his approach
"Got an extra ?" Wood is always
seen with Dutch and Walt.
[72]
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HAROLD J. LEONARD
Dutch is a genial soul
He always makes life hum.
To be a doctor is his goal
And live with Wood his chum.
Dutch is a very enthusiastic student and
we have found him very dependable when
something needs to be well done. He is an
active member of the Newman Club and one
of the Triumvirate.
NORMAN B. LAUGHTON
And when we come to Laughton
'
,11 ^i We yell "OS—OS" with vim.
llynl Wl We'll just admit this mighty fact,
f'';'|
- Our hats are off to him.
Laughton, as Junior President, is ably steer-
ing the class through this most important
r year. He is a very representative student be-
fr cause of his athletic ability and general popu-
p^ larity.
VICTOR J. MANLEY
And now we come to Vic
A fine chap thru and thru.
He loves to croon the sax
We love to listen too.
With pencil in hand Vic can always be
trusted to tell the tales of the classroom in
one of his True Sketches. His musical talent
is perhaps more generally known.
S^^^c^i:^i:^SSv:
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ARTHUR T. McKEVITT
Tell us, tell us, famous star,
(For we wonder what you are)
First in sports you've always stood
How in work you are so good?
Mac—the scholar, Mac—the athlete, and
above all, Mac—the shiek ; a success in all
three. We feel it an honor to have Mac with
us, for his manly spirit, fidelity, and good
fellowship will linger long in our memory.
^1
ROBERT C. McDANIEL
Behold our model doctor
Mild of manner, true of heart
With knowledge complete; so we vouch to say
That treating to him will be an art.
Mac is one of 29's most loyal and active
members. Between managing The Synapsis
and providing us with proper stethoscopes, he
finds time to be an "A" grade student. His
ability to accomplish things will probably
make him a future A. O. A, President.
J. RAYMOND McSPIRIT
To young McSpirit
We'll doff our hats.
He's always figuring
In verbal spats.
We have often wondered for what reason
Mac spends his Sundays along Delaware Ave-
nue. From pier to pier Mac strolls, looking
here and there. At first we thought it was a
case of love, but no—he is interested in
dredges.
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K. S. MIECZKOWSKI
Good luck follows
Earnest work.
We know you ne'er
Will duty shirk.
Patent leather shoes ! We have often won-
dered whether he comes to class from a dance
or is breaking them in for the next night.
Hahnemann was the seat of his early medical
training, but we are glad to welcome him
here.
W. C. MEMINGER
When you hear a lot of noise
And then a merry shout,
Who could it be among the boys ?
It's Bill without a doubt.
Port Royal's gift to Osteopathy, Bill has
built up quite a reputation in the walls of
P. C. O. He is responsible for the remarkable
schedule of our baseball team as well as the
advertising medium of The Synapsis. As a
loyal class worker, Bill is unsurpassed.
• NORMA V. MINNERLY
We present our student fair
Whose merry cheery face
Makes our life less dreary
Because she is an ace.
Norma, formerly of the first row, is now
a full-fledged member of the right rear row
squad. We or the back row feel honored
with her presence, knowing that in the future
all hats will be off to the famous Minnerly,
D. O.
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CHARLES H. NORFLEET
Many words he likes to use
When asked to sing, he'll ne'er refuse.
So now you understand why Charlie
-
Is often asked to tarr)'.
A bit of music, an ounce of persuasion, and
then he is off to sing. How this baby can
croon and sing from low grade jazz through
darkey melodies and operatic selections. He
also plays a cornet—and how
!
ERRETT S. MITCHELL
Now "Quiet Mitch" is quite a sheik,
With girls he's far from slow.
We never know which one is his.
For with all he seems to go.
"Mitch" sort of impressed us as an ex-
tremely bashful fellow when he first pulled
in from Dublin ; but that was before the
Philly maids caught his eye. As Rube Gold-
berg would say: "They all fall sooner or
later."
MARIAN ORTLIEB
One toss for the basket
One goal dropping through.
With Marian playing
What else could it do?
The most notable thing about Marian is
her cheery smile and sunny disposition; and
second most striking is her ability to sell
us chocolate bars when we are not hungry.
And what would our Girls' Basketball team
do without her?
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LAWRENCE S. ROBERTSON
Exams, they never bring him fear.
Why should they now, we ask?
For them he never sheds a tear
For he's finished well his task.
We take great pleasure in introducing to
you the champion minstrel performer of the
class. Robby's aspirations to play the banjo
and do a song and dance act on the 2 a Day,
are only overpowered by those of his room-
mate Frank. We really feel that the musical
comedy world is being cheated out of a first
class performer, but we are glad Robby is
determined to stay with us.
MILDRED PINE
Your manner always charms us
So tell us Mil, please do
If the dark-haired Senior
Appreciates it too.
Milly is the class sheba who lures many
a poor innocent sheik into oblivion with
those deep brown eyes. We have come to
wonder recently if she is planning to change
her profession from diat of an osteopath.
GERALD E. SMITH
Here is a lad who is Canadian, 'tis said
From the tips of his feet to the top of
his head.
From Toronto all over the world he sped,
We're glad he left Canada and came here
instead.
Jerry is one of those fellows who always
have some sort of wisecrack on the tip of
their tongue. As soon as the opportunity
affords, he drops it with a resulting burst of
laughter from all present. He is quite a
baseball player and a darn good scout.
^b^s^s:^
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BRUCE F. THOMAS
In baseball he's quite clever
In basketball the same.
He's struggled with the Freshman team
And brought them into fame.
Bruce is one of the athletic members of
the class. His athletic prowess has stood him
m good stead on the basketball floor, as well
as in class, when nothing but his trained mus-
cles have prevented his falling out of the
window while he dozed.
ARTHUR W. SPRINGSTEEN
Yes, Springy is a quiet lad,
When none else is around
But when amongst a bunch of girls
His equal can't be found.
Art has won the unanimous vote of class
"sheik," gaining, as he has, favor on the front
row of the Junior class. It is also whispered
about that he, like another well known make,
comes from Detroit.
HARRTi^A7~THORNBURY, Jr;
Harry is our artist.
He works with brush and paint
He makes a thing of beauty.
From models that ain't.
The class dapper! Harry is an exponent
of what the well dressed man is wearing.
One might suppose, by his bearing, that Harry
is shouldering the responsibility of upholding
the dignity of the 29's. He is a popular
classmate and an excellent golfer. _= : r .
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JOHN F. WHITE, Jr.
By nature he is a doaor,
By name he is White
And he hates to have nurses
Out of his sight.
Whitey is the possessor of the best head
of hair in the class
—
yes, curly locks. What
wouldn't our fair ladies give to have those
kicks. Jack is a gentleman through and
through. We predict success for him, because
he is such a square shooter.
r RUTH O. B. WENRICH
r She likes to grin
;_ She likes to smile.
7- That's Ruth Wenrich,
: All the while.
; 'When Ruth isn't laughing, she's giggling.
] and in between times she just smiles. That
is the only way we can satisfy ourselves in
r.describing "Buich's" sunny disposition.
ISABEL WILCOX
Izzy is very studious
And always knows her stuff.
She's never found it urgent
To uy to throw a bluff.
"Izzy" is one of the silently helpful people
who is always on hand with the right things
at the right time. We wonder if this accounts
for the number of bridge prizes she is al-
ways bringing home.
A
A
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History of the Junior Class
THE Class of 1929, in presenting this history records three years of con-
stant effort and steady advancement. Since our organization, imme-
diately after our entrance in 1925, we have always been the smallest
class in P. C. O. For various reasons, we have each year lost several
of our number to other fields of endeavor or to other colleges. Our
professional interest and enthusiasm have risen with each advance in the
curriculimi and our entrance into clinical practice has been marked by greater
effort and intensified interest in classroom work.
Our Freshman year was marked by the election of the following offi-
cers: Fred Kallmeyer, President; Dorothy Brunner, Vice-President; H. A.
Thornbury, Secretary; George N. Coulter, Treasurer; John Gauer, Axone
Representative. The year was memorable for a dance at the Lorraine Hotel,
sponsored by the Class; for a visit to the Norristown State Hospital for the
Insane, in May of 1926; and for the study of the LATERAL ONE-THIRD
OF THE CLAVICLE.
In interclass athletics we were defeated in baseball in our Freshman year
by the Class of 1928. However, in our Sophomore year we regained our
prestige by in turn defeating the entering Class which it was our solemn
duty as Sophomores to repress in its youthful exuberance.
Class officers for our Sophomore year were; Frank Dobbins, President;
Gerald Smith, Vice-President; Robert McDaniel, Secretary; Norman Laugh-
ton, Treasurer; Benjamin Gross, Axone Representative. This year our num-
ber was increased by the remrn of George Price and the entrance of Adam
Eberly and K. Mieczkowski. The members of the Class enjoyed two half
holidays under the supervision of Professor Erb who introduced us to the
intricacies of making ice cream and providing milk for city folk as they are
carried out at the Abbott Plants. Our second trip was to the Mulford Lab-
oratories in Glenolden where we saw serum and vaccines being prepared.
Further mysteries of anatomy, the nervous system, and the dissecting room
were explored during the year to the great delight of the staff of instructors.
In September, 1927,' we returned as Juniors and entered upon the full
time lecture and clinical phase of our course. The thought of no more labs
was exhilarating. At once we were admitted to the back rows in Noon-day
clinic and the Surgical Amphitheatre. It was almost like being a Senior with
clinic just aliead and everyone Rearin' to go! Clinic opened to us in Febru-
ary and OH! the feeling. Class visits have been made to the Municipal Hos-
pital and the Training School for the Feeble-minded at Vineland, N. J. Our
organization this year is being guided by: Norman Laughton, President;
William Meminger, Vice-President; Mildred Pine, Secretary; Frank Barnett,
Treasurer; Dorothy Brunner, Axone Representative.
The outstanding contribution, to student activities to which the Junior
class poihts with pride, is The Synapsis, than which, no better has ever
been published—and there was the JUNIOR PROM. This affair was held
Friday night, April 27th, at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. It was such a
dance it will ever live in our memories.
Paul Baldridge.
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Harold Lyman Pitudeiii
Paul Shelley Vice-PresidetJt
LiLLL^N Barton Secretary
Lester R. Mellott Treasurer
History of the Sophomore Qlass
THIS is merely an "embryo" of the history that this Class is going to
make.
Speaking with a pure obstetrical mind the history of the Class can
be traced chronologically as can the fertilization and growth of a
fetus, for are we not but Osteopaths in the making? The similarity to that
of the new babe which will soon go forth to conquer new worlds in the name
of Youth, Love and Life is not unlike Osteopathy as we find it now.
Follow me now, you O. B. S. hounds, and let's find where, the history
of this Class will end. May it never!
In the first place there is always the acquaintance of the two factors
involved, i.e., the students just out of high school, prep school, college, men
and women seeking new worlds to conquer and having the love of humanity
at heart who see in Osteopathy something that they have always looked for.
In the second place there was the implanting of that IDEA and so on
September 14, 1926, after all tuitions and forms were attended to and we
became as one with this great institution.
Then we began to assimilate ourselves. These strange new students in
this strange college and city needed to organize for the development of this
IDEA. The germ was there but needed organization and assimilation to help
it grow. This was produced in a very definite manner by the first roll call
4
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when assignments were given out in anatomy and "the Lateral One Third of
The Clavicle" was expected of us on the next recitation. The next recitation
still found many drifting about but the IDEA caught in several and the rest
followed to this focus, so we started at last on our way.
We became attached soon to our College and traditions and customs
which were gently implanted upon us by the Class of 1929.
After our attachment we soon began to organize into a definite some-
thing and found it necessary to call a class meeting and assign definite names
to various parts of this something. At this meeting "Bob Anderson," who
should have been college cheer leader, was made temporary chairman and
under his fine leadership (of course the Class helped some) the following
were chosen officers for our Frosh year—President, Mr. Burton Fields, Vice-
President "Dick" Dowling, Treasurer Mrs. "Henry" Peterson, Secretary Miss
"Jane" Price, Axone Representative "Nat" Snyder. Due to the fact that our
newly elected President found it necessary to leave the following week
"Dick" Dowling automatically became President and "Red" Parker was
elected Vice-President.
"Dick" proved a very capable one and under his leadership the Class
had a very successful year. He is the rype that is afraid of nothing and many
times he had been seen in conference, kept his head and came off with his
point which was always for the betterment of the Class.
During the year the Class held a dance to which the entire Student Body
and Faculty were invited. It was held at the Hotel Sylvania in the Ball Room
on February 25, 1927. Mr. "Dick" Davies was the chairman of the dance
committee and helped entertain with a few special dance numbers as well as
telling Dr. Jacobson he was wanted in the cloak room because his coat was
leaking.
For the Sophomore year the following officers were elected: President
"Bruno" Lyman; Vice-President "Happy" Shelley; Treasurer "Les" Mellot;
Secretary Miss "Lil" Barton; Axone Representative "Al" Fellows.
The College prepared to assimilate another class and in September, 1927,
found the Sophs waiting to greet a new Frosh class and give them their dis-
tinctive neck-ties and pins. We were ready for them with the hand of Os-
teopathic Friendship right at our finger tips. We surely were glad to see them
and friendliness was uppermost in every one's mind. We wish them all kinds
of speed to their destination.
President "Bruno" Lyman with his unusual and unlimited amount of
pep and vigor is leading the Class very successfully. In his Frosh year he
first gained popularity as College cheer leader with his now famous "Os
—
Os—Os—teop—athy.
In the realm of athletics Mr. Ralph ("Sec") Secor of our class holds
the position of college coach. His work is very creditable and is appreciated
by the student body. Our class is proud to have representatives on the mens
basketball team, tennis team, and girl's basketball team.
The honors for scholarship this year are being won by "Les" Mellot,
who was awarded first prize for his thesis and myographic studies in Physiol-
ogic Laboratory work; second prize in this was won by "Bruno" Lyman.
This Class has started to deliver the goods already and in 1930 we will
be prepared to start a larger amount of history that Osteopathy will be proud
of. We continue as we have started until that day when State Boards will
make us accountable, in the spirit of good will, fellowship and love for our
profession which so far has characterized the activities of
THE CLASS OF 1930
H. L. B.
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Sophomore ^F{gll
Ambler, Ronald E Conshohocken, Pa.
Anderson, Robert D Worcester, Mass.
Barton, Lillian F Providence, R. I.
Bean, Robert Arlington, Mass.
Bishop, Cathryn Chester Springs, Pa.
Brown, David L Swedesboro, N. J.
Camp, Bertha M Rochester, N. Y.
Chase, Alice Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cohen, Myer Philadelphia, Pa.
Crapser, Edward A Columbus X Roads, Pa.
Culbert, John B Atlantic City, N. J.
Davies, A. Richard East Orange, N. J.
DowLiNG, Richard J Norwood, Mass.
Elias, Paula M Bay City, Mich.
Erb, Russell C Conshohocken, Pa.
(B.S., Lafayette College; M.S., Temple University)
Fellows, Allan Syracuse, N. Y.
FiBiSH, Nathan M New York, N. Y.
Gahring, Kenneth K Union City, Pa.
Gaskell, Clarence West Burke, Vt.
Gates, Helen Cranford, N. J.
Getler, Carl E Utica, N. Y.
Hunter, J. Wilson Pitman, N. J.
IsMAN, Carl J Philadelphia, Pa.
Jameson, Charles D Rochester, N. Y.
Lake, Gertrude G Atlantic City, N. J.
Lewis, Sherman T St. Petersburg, Fla.
Lyman, Harold O Philadelphia, Pa.
Maxwell, George S Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mellott, Lester R Brackenridge, Pa.
Merryman, Guy (B.S., Penn State College) Philadelphia, Pa.
Miner, William W Rutherford, N. J.
Moore, Richard C Coatesville, Pa.
NiCHOLL, Margaret S Philadelphia, Pa.
Norment, Virginia (A.B., Gaucher College) Baltimore, Md.
Parker, Richard T Highland Park, N. J.
Peterson, Henrietta (A.B., Connecticut College) New York, N. Y.
Price, Janie A Woodbury, N. J.
RiDiNGTON, Thomas T. (B.S., Univ. of Penna.) Lansdale, Pa.
Scouten, George Philadelphia, Pa.
Secor, Ralph B, (B.S., Allegheny College) Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Shelley, Paul (B.S., Gettysburg College) Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Slingerland, L. Elwood Troy, Pa.
Smith, George T Holyoke, Mass.
Stafford, Edward Rome, N. Y.
Tomajan, Karnig Worcester, Mass.
Wattenmaker, Nathan Philadelphia, Pa.
Wineland, John L Curryville, Pa.
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Harry Weisbecker Preside?:!
Angus Cathie Vice-President
Evangeline Avery Secretary
Edwin Gants Treasurer
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Freshman ^R^U
Adams, Benjamin Reeds Ferr)', N. H.
Avery, Evangeline Harrisburg, Pa.
Baldwin, Warren Highland Park, Pa.
Bartholomew, Harlon Johnson City, N. Y.
Beeman, Martin North Port, N. Y.
Berg, Frank Maiden, Mass.
Berger, Edward New York City
Boone. Emily East Orange, N. J.
BowDEN, Joseph Trenton, N. J.
Bradford, Willl\m Philadelphia, Pa.
Campbell, Giraud Lynbrook, Long Island
Cathie, Angus Needham, Mass.
Chapman, Gwyneth Rochester, N. Y.
Christl\n, James East Orange, N. J.
Clark, Foster Windsor, Conn.
Coffee, Eugenl\ Collingswood, N. J.
Conklin, LeRoy Rochester, N. Y.
Crocker, Agatha Oster\ille, Mass.
CusHMAN, Fred Ellsworth, Me.
Dannin, Fred Newport, R. I.
Davis, Merritt Wilmington, Del.
Deichelman, Stephen Bayonne, N. J.
Desotnek, Willum Newport, R. I.
Eldon, Willl\m Altoona, Pa.
Ellis, Willl\m Philadelphia, Pa.
Flack, Bailey Philadelphia, Pa.
Gajeway, Charles Locust Valley, L. L
Gants, Edwin Providence, R. L
German, Arthur Camp Hill, Pa.
Glenn, John Wilmington, Del.
Goldner, Isidore Brooklyn, N. Y.
GoRHAM, Harold Norwalk, Conn.
Gormley, Gerard Atlantic City, N. J.
GuiNAND, William Lansdowne, Pa.
Hammond, Wayne Spring Run, Pa.
Heech, Leonard Rochester, N. Y.
Holbrook, C. Tyler Baltimore, Md.
Jamison, W. Dale Grove City, Pa.
Jewell, Arthur Worcester, Mass.
Johnson, Isabel Point Pleasant, N. J.
Kaiser, Walter Atlantic Highlands, Mass.
Keitsch, Elizabeth Noble, Pa.
\09 r
Kell, Wilbur Lewistown, Pa.
KiNSELL, Lawrence Merchantville, N. J.
Knibbs, Corinne Jersey City, N. J.
Kratz, Beatrice Bywood, Pa.
Kring, Robert Dayton, Ohio
Leibowitz, a. Joseph Brooklyn, N. Y.
LovELiDGE, LeRoy Germantown, Pa.
LuKER, James Gloucester, N. J.
LuMLEY, William Arlington, N. J.
McKelvie, Arthur Kennett Square, Pa.
Merola, Alfonso Syracuse, N. Y.
Miller, George England
Miner, William Rutherford, N. J.
Morrison, David Pittsfield, Mass.
Nash, Karleen Germantown, Pa.
Naylor, Stephen Camp Hill, Pa.
Otto, Samuel Oakland, N. J.
Pekow, Abraham Newport, R. I.
Peters, Michael Utica, N. Y.
Randolph, Frank Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Rees, William Philadelphia, Pa.
Reid, James Rochester, N. Y.
Renjilian, Aram Southampton, L. I.
Rickards, R. H Gordon Heights, Del.
Rohr, Walter Ravena, N. Y.
Sauter, Charles Athol, Mass.
Shackleton, Willard Utica, N. Y.
Shaffer, Bernhard Overbrook, Pa. i, u^j 1
Sikorski, Joseph Wilmington, Del.
Smith, Robert Pitman, N. J.
Snow, Robert Carbondale, Pa.
Steinberg, Emanuel Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stratford, Troy Lewistown, Pa.
SuRFiELD, Ruth Tremont, Pa.
Sweeney, Harry Atlantic City, N. J.
Szymanski, John Philadelphia, Pa.
Taylor, Samuel Alma, Mich.
Thieler, Edward South Orange, N. J.
Warburton, Norman New Bedford, Mass.
Warner, Robert Whitesboro, N. Y.
Weisbecker, Harry Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilson, Robert Dover, N. J.
Young, Paul Goodyear, Conn.
ZwiCKER, Kenneth Wollaston, Mass.
m
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THE OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL OF 'PHILADELPHIA
THE history of the Osteopathic Hospital is one of growth and progress.
The recent purchase of the site at the northeast corner of Forty-eighth
and Spruce Streets for the new College and Hospital buildings has
made possible definite plans for the construction of the new Hospital. It
will be remembered that the new building is the gift of Mr. S. Canning Childs
and is to be known as the Marion Childs' Unit of the Osteopathic Hospital
of Philadelphia.
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RECENT surveys of the work of the Hospital show increasing activityin all departments of the institution since its establishment at 410
South Ninth Street as an outgrowth of an Osteopathic Dispensary.
When the College was moved to Nineteenth and Spring Garden Streets, the
Hospital was at 1725 Spring Garden Street until the present Hospital building
was constructed and finally opened in 1917.
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X-RAY jCABORATORT
THE Hospital is administered by the same Board of Directors as the
College and the staff is composed of members of the Faculty and their
assistants. The work of the Hospital is organized under various
departments: Osteopathy, Pathology, Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynecology;
X-Ray; Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat; Pediatrics; Neurology; Urology and
Dermatology; Gastro-Enterology. These same departments are open to the
poor who receive treatment in the General Osteopathic Dispensary.
'^
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^ PRIVATE %00M
THE Osteopathic Hospital is devoted almost entirely to dispensary serv-
ice on the ground floor. The remaining space is given over to eighteen
private and semi-private rooms, a men's ward and a vv'omen's ward,
an obstetrical ward, and a pediatrics ward, together with the necessary store-
rooms and service rooms. Between the College building and the Hospital is
the surgical amphitheatre, v,'hich was designed in accordance with scientific
requirements.
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OSTEOPATHIC KURSES
Miss Hammock. Miss Rubenstein. Miss Melville,
Miss Rounds, Miss Thorpe, Miss Pralaka, Miss Nichols,
Miss Beagle, Miss O'Brien. Miss Snyder, Miss Falkenston. Miss Large,
Miss Bedmann. Miss Samuels, Miss Johnson. Directress, Mrs. Bathie. Miss Phillips
N conjunction with the Osteopathic Hospital is a Training
School for Nurses. They are given instruction in the care
of osteopathic patients, in addition to the usually accepted
nurses' training course required by the Pennsylvania Board for
the Registration of Nurses.
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^he Qollege Fraternity
Dr. Edward G. Drew
IN man's progress thruout the ages, he has seemed
always to seek companionship with others. The
gang spirit in smaller boys is probably an out-
growth of this urge. Men in all walks of life are
banded together in one form or another; in labor
unions for protection to wages, in lodges as a form
of insurance. The lodge also serves as a meeting
place for the renewal of old acquaintances and the
passing around of good cheer.
The college fraternity also follows along sim-
ilar lines. Every student entering college should en-
deavor to join a fraternity. In so doing he may and
can help some other member and in turn be helped
himself. Nothing in college life will knock off the
rough corners as fraternity life will. By all means
if possible live in a fraternity house. It is here that
the true democracy of spirit has a chance to develop.
There is no place in college for any spirit other
than that of friendly rivalry between fraternities.
A fraternity should uphold the traditions of the
college, and to that end it has a responsibility which
it cannot shirk. Each individual member represents
his share of the whole responsibility.
There is one other very valuable aid passed on
by fraternity life and that is loyalty. The world at
large needs more of this spirit not only as a mass
thought but from one to another.
1928
Osteopathic Fraternities
In Order of Eslablishment in
The Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
k
Date of
Fraternity Chapter Establishment
Kappa Psi Delta Beta 1908
Iota Tau Sigma Delta 1909
Phi Sigma Gamma Zeta 1917
Axis Club Mastoid 1919
Theta Psi Gamma 1923
Atlas Club Styloid 1924
Lambda Omicron Gamma . .
.
, 1924
y\
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Kappa Fsi Delta
Beta Chapter
Established November 7, 1908
SORORES IN PACULTATE
Sarah W. Rupp,, D.O.
Mary Patton Hitner, D.O.
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Class of '28
Florence Cargill Jean Johnston
Yrma Minch
Class of '29
Beatrice Blawis Mildred Pine
Marion Ortlieb Norma Minnerly
Isabel Wilcox
Class of '30
Margaret Nicholl Janie Price
Class of '31
Gweneth Chapman Elizabeth Keitsch
Beatrice Kratz
£ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
Beta Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
Gamma Chapter Chicago, 111.
Delta Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
Epsilon Chapter Boston, Mass.
Zeta Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
[107]
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Axis Club
Mastoid Chapter
Founded 1899 Established 1919
SORORES IN FACULTATE
Mildred Fox, D.O.
Elizabeth Tinlev, D.O.
Ruth Winant, D.O.
SORORES IN COLLEGIO
Class of '28
Beryl Arbuckle
Harriet Gosper
Anna S. Johnson
Alice M. Swift
Anna Vaill
Class of '29
Ruth Wenrich
Lillian F. Barton
Bertha M. Camp
Paula M. Elias
Class of '30
Class of '31
Gertrude G. Lake
E. Virginia Norment
Henrietta Peterson
Emily Boon
Agatha Crocker
Isabel Johnson
Corinne Knibs
i'^"' 'Pv
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ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Odo>no!d Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Hyoid Chapter Chicago, 111.
Sphenoid Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
Mastoid Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
Arachnoid Chapter Boston, Mass.
Ethmoid Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
u]f/l
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Iota Tau Sigma
Delta Chapter
Foimded May 21, 1903 Established 1909
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Edgar O. Holden. A.B., D.O.
Edward H. Fritsche. D.O.
Ednx'ard G. Drew, D.O.
Peter H. Brearley, D.D.
H. WiLLARD StERRETT. D.O.
William Otis Galbreath, D.O.
H. Walter Evans. D.O.
Ira W. Drew. D.O.
C. D. B. Balbirnie, Ph.G., D. O.
William S. Nicholl. D.O.
Charles W. Barber, D.O.
Alfred Gilliss,
Francis J. Smith, D.O.
Edward A. Green, A.B.,
James McGuigan, D.O.
Samuel L. Bailey. B.Pd.,
James B. Eldon, D.O.
George L. Lewis, D.O.
Herbert Fischer, D.O.
J.
Walter Larkin, D.O.
J.
Maurice Gates, D.O.
William Spaeth, D.O.
Leo C. Wagner, D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
D.O.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Richard C Ammerman
W. Irvin Atkinson
Samuel L. Bailey
Fred A. Kallmeyer
Edward A. Crapser
Clarence O. Gaskell
Martin S. Beeman
Arthur C. German
Harold W. Gorham
Gerard L. Gormley
H. William Guinand. Jr
Arthur G. Jewell
Class of '28
Arthur H. Doremus
K. Wallace Fish
Conrad G. Maulfair
James D. Maxwell
Class of '29
John H. Watson
Class of '30
G. Stanley Maxwell
WiLLWM W. Miner
Class of '31
Walter Kaiser, Jr.
Robert Kring
Arthur J. McKelvie
George L. M. Miller
Stephen G. Naylor
John J. McNelis
Walter P. Spill
Herbert R. Talmage
John F. White
L. Elwood Slingerland
George Truman Smith
James H. Reid
Willard a. Shackelton
Henry A. Sweeney
Edward R. Thieler. Jr.
Daniel DeL. Towner
Robert C. Warner
Im
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ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Beta Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
GajiiDui Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
Delta Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
Epsilon Chapter Boston, Mass.
Zeta Chapter Chicago, 111.
Eta Chapter Kansas City, Mo.
[Ill]
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Phi Sigma Gamma
Zeta Chapter
Founded June, 1915 Established September, 1917
FRATRES IN FACULTATE
Ivan Dufur, D.O.
Ralph L. Fischer. D.O.
Arthur M. Flack. D.O.
WlLLL\M J. FUREY, D.O.
Ernest A. Johnston. D.O.
Paul T. Lloyd. D.O.
Ernest Leuzinger. D.O.
Charles
J. Muttart, D.O.
David S. B. Pennock. D.O., M.D.
Charles H. Soden, D.O.
G. Carlton Street, D.O.
George H. Tinges, D.O.
Enrique Vergara, A.B., D.O.
Arthur Weinert, D.O.
If v<iK;
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Theta Psi
Gamma Chapter
Founded May, 1903 Established November 17, 1903
^4
^2
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Class oj '28
Alfred B. Hess
Elmer R. Jenkins
Howard Manchester
Harold L. Miller
Walter R. O'Neal
Alton N. Robins
Clifford L. Symington
John H. Warren
Class oj '30
Ronald E. Ambler Charles D. Jameson
Edward Stafford
Class oj '31
John Glenn William L. Lovelidge
William Lumley
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ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter Kirksville, Mo.
Beta Chapter Chicago, 111.
Gamma Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
4.
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The Atlas Club
Styloid Chapter
Founded at Kirksville, 1890 Established 1924
FRATRES IN PACULTATE
J. Ivan Dufur, D.O.
Charles J. Muttart, D.O.
D. S. B. Pennock, D.O.
J.
Francis Smith, D.O.
M.D.
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Edmund Barnes
George W. Bowlby
John C. Bradford
James A. Clark
George Coulter
John Gauer, Jr.
Robet D. Anderson, Jr.
David T. Brown
Joseph B. Culbert
Class of '28
Howard A. Drewes
James M. Eaton
Harold F. Galbraith
J.
Robert Gray
Class of '29
Errett S. Mitchell
Charles Norfleet
Class of '30
A. Richard Davies, Jr.
H. Allen Fellows
J.
Wilson Hunter
Sherman T. Lewis
Class of '51
Harvey R. Haupt
Winston B. Jennings
JuDsoN W. Johnston
William J. Perkins
Arthur W. Springsteen
Harry A. Thornbury, Jr.
Richard J. Parker, Jr.
George Scouten
Ralph Secor
ROLL OF CHAPTERS
Axis Chapter KirksviUe, Mo.
Hyoid Chapter Chicago, 111.
Mastoid Chapter Kansas City, Mo.
Xiphoid Chapter Des Moines, Iowa
Cricoid Chapter Los Angeles, Calif.
Styloid Chapter Philadelphia, Pa.
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Lambda Omicron Gamma
Established November 10, 1924
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
Irving Baker
Morton Engel
Class of '28
Edgar J. Fiestal
Carl Spear
Class of '29
Benjamin Gross
Class of '30
Meyer Cohen Carl Isman
N. Morton Fibish Nathan Wattenmaker
Class of '31
William Desotnek Samuel Otto
Israel Golden Abraham Pekow
^ mr
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The Isieurone Society
SOCIETY was founded in 1902 bonding the entire Student Body
under one head, the officers being appointed by election. This
Society has as its object the promotion of social activities among the
students and meetings of interest at which many prominent speakers
are heard.
The activities this year were inagurated by the annual Freshmen dance
and reception. It is at this annual function that the Freshmen get their first
glimpse of the student body assembled in full. Here introductions and
friends are made.
On October 2 2d, we accepted the annual invitation of Dr. and Mrs.
Dufur to spend the day with them. A fight for the supremacy of the ball
diamond was held between the Faculty and Seniors. Interesting, if one
appreciates humor! Plenty of eats, dancing in the Dufur ballroom ended an-
other day never to be forgotten.
Monthly dances have been held in the College Hall with the College
Orchestra furnishing the music. Interesting speakers have been heard semi-
monthly. Dean Holden, Dr. O. J. Snyder, Dr. Dufur, Dr. John Bailey, Dr.
Randall of New York, and Mr. Wood of Germantown were listed among
the orators, whose words were appreciated by all.
The Neurone Society will always promote good feeling and spirit in
the school. We, as officers, have enjoyed our administration and wish the
succeeding oflicers the co-operation that we have had from Faculty and
students.
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KEURONE SOCIETY OFFICERS
Clifford Symington .... Preside??
t
Alton Robbins V!ce-Presicie??t
Mildred Pine Secretary
Carl Spear Treasurer
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IsMAN, Fellows, Barnes, Kallmeyer. McDaniel, Fiestal,
Spear, Brunner, Robrins, Gross, Hagelhi
The Axone
THE AXONE is a quarterly publication of the student body
thru which individual opinions and discussions may be aired.
Each issue brings up-to-date the record of College activities
and Alumni news. It presents to the students many interesting arti-
cles of a scientific nature, written either by the students or professors.
The art work and humor are timely and in keeping with our pro-
fessional life as well as a source of pleasure.
BM
Lyman, Weisbecker,
Symington, Bowlby, Chairman, N. Laughton
The Student Council
THE Student Council, being made up, as it is, of a president
chosen by the whole student body and the four class presi-
dents, was organized to provide a point of contact between
the students and the administration.
Dean Holden is the advisory member who meets with the stu-
dent representatives to discuss any problems of the classes and any
desired or necessary changes in our school regime or activities. The
solution arrived at in council is then presented to the students or
particular group involved and solved with satisfaction because every
one has had an opportunity to be represented.
[123]
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The E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society
ORGANIZED in 1925, the E. G. Drew Obstetrical Society has
become a scientific and literary factor in the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy. Scientific—because it stimulates the
research for facts relative to Obstetrical and Gynecologic problems
and practice. Literary—because it fosters the elucidation and dis-
semination of these facts.
Under the personal supervision of Dr. E. G. Drew, whose mag-
netic personality attracts men of worth, the meetings have been most
valuable. His own wide experience gives weight to his words and
the present active members will have many an occasion in practice
to recall his nuggets of wisdom.
The Society consists of a limited number of Senior students.
These are chosen during the second semester of the Junior year from
a group submitting theses on Obstetrical work and judged upon a
competitive basis. Undergraduates are cordially invited to attend
the monthly open meetings.
Appreciation is extended to the Resident Physicians of the
Philadelphia Osteopathic Hospital for their presence and encourage-
ment in the meetings.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Richard C? Ammerman
W. Irwin Atkinson
Edmund C. Barnes
James A. Clark
Amos P. Clarkson
William F. Daiber
John E. Devine
Arthur H. Doremus
James M. Eaton
Jean W. Johnston
Leonard R. Smith
Alice M. Swift
Morgan W. von Lohr
1124]
OFFICERS
Richard C. Ammerman. .President
William F. Daiber Vice-President
Amos P. Clarkson Treasurer
Jean W. Johnston Secretary
^^^^^C^C^^^^
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J^eo Senior Society
IT is the object of the Nco Senior Society to recognize
the general all-around man, who, in addition to his
regular curricular work, has participated in extra-
curricular activities and shown interest in the active phases
of school life. The Neo Seniors each year choose their
successors, whose names are announced some time during
the Junior Prom.
The student body looks to these men to be standard
setters for the underclassmen in matters of dignity and
general attitude.
U !l'''l
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HEO SENIO% OFFICERS
Reid Laughton President
George James Vice-President
Herbert Talmage Secretary
Edmund Barnes Treasurer
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JUNIOR TROM COMMITTEE
Harold Leonard, Robert McDaniel, Benjamin Gross,
Marion Ortlieb, Harry Thornbury, Chairman, Dorothy Brunner
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
John Bradford, Reid Laughton,
Carl Spear, Anna Sollenberger Johnson, Herbert Talmage
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^ HE first Newman Club was organized at the Uni-
']\ /i Jl versity of Pennsylvania in 1893 in honor of Car-
{
',
j: dinal Newman. There are now more than two
;
'
/| hundred Clubs throughout the United States and Canada
at the various Universities and Colleges. All of these
clubs are banded together through the Federation of Cath-
olic Clubs. The Federation has within itself a number
of provinces which band together the clubs of different
localities.
The Newman Club of Philadelphia College of Oste-
opathy was founded March 22, 1927, and numbers among
its members many alumnas as well as students.
OFFICERS
J.
Raymond McSpirit .... President
Harold J. Leonard Vice-President
Walter V. Lally Secretary
Joseph Bowden Treasurer
Michael Peters Lecturer
fi
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Charles Gruber
George Gercke
Lawrence J. Kelly
John J. Sterne
Francis O'Brien
Anthony J. McNelis
Charles A. Furey
James McGuigan
J. Anthony Kelly
Philip J. Cordomore
William P. Masterson
John A. Cohalan
Raymond J. Burke
Francis Gruber
John N. Bailey
Henry Bellew
William J. Furey
Enrique A. Vergara
Dean E. O.
Mary E. Henry
Cecilia G. Curran
A. J. Raesler
Helen Conway
Henry E. D'Alonzo
Joseph L. Hayes
W. Laverne Holcomb
John A. McHenry
Joseph E. Pisano
Earl F. Riceman
Regina M. Scally
Joseph A. Sullivan
Joseph D. Treacy
Genevieve Werst
Valeria Nadro
Elizabeth Toomey
Bertha Pennock
Joseph Py
Holden (Honorary)
STUDENT .JMEMBERS
John Devine
1928
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Sigma Alpha Omicron
Honory Fraternity
IN order to give further stimulus to the scholastic phase of Oste-
opathic training, a non-secret, honorary fraternity was estab-
lished in 1924. The members to be chosen for this organization
are determined on the basis of scholarship and from the members
of the graduating class. The names of the new members are
announced each year at Commencement, at which time they are
awarded the certificates and gold keys that indicate their initiation
into the Fraternity.
The following students have been chosen during the years since
the society was established:
Athletics
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Manager Daiber
ennis
' ENNIS at P. C. O. has long been consid-
ered a major sport. In 1923, we received
considerable distinction through Dr. Carl
Fischer, who won the National Intercollegiate
Tennis Title for that year. Since Carl's gradua-
tion, his followers have endeavored to maintain
the recognition he so well earned among col-
legiate tennis circles.
We feel very keenly this year the loss of
Henry Herbst, last year's captain and first singles
player. "Hen" was a protege of Carl Fischer
and one of the peppiest men on the team. We
were quite fortunate, however, this year in se-
curing several indoor matches with the Penn
Athletic Club team. These games were played on their court. In our first
encounter, January 16, 1928, we were decisively beaten by a 5^2-^2 point
score. The Penn A. C. team was led by Dr. Herbert Fischer. Our second
match was played February 6th, at which time the team showed improve-
ment as evidenced by the score 4-2, in favor of Penn A. C.
Our outlook for this year became somewhat gloomy due to the illness
of Ed Barnes, who was our first singles player. He may be lost to the
team this year as a result of this illness. We have a hard schedule ar-
ranged, but we still have Dick Davies, a very good singles and doubles
player; Bill Daiber, who has played on the team for the last two years;
Morgan von Lohr, member of last year's team; and George Bowlby, a
very good doubles player, who has played in several matches. In addition
to these four men, we are looking forward to R. C. McDaniel and
William Miner to show some ability as reserve material and to aid in
forming a nucleus for next year's team.
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Barni;s, Daibi;r, von Lohr, Davihs
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TENNIS SCHEDULE^1928
William F. Daiber. Ahn/ngei- Richard Davies, Assl Mniiagey
INDOOR GAMES
Penn Athletic Club at Penn A. C January 16
Penn Athletic Club at Penn A. C February 6
OUTDOOR GAMES
Haverford College at
Fordham University at
Haverford
J. V at
P. M. C at
Drexel Institute at
Temple University at
Ursinus College at
Moravian College at
Juniata College at
Haverford Apr
Philadelphia Apr
Haverford Apr
Chester Apr
Philadelphia Apr
Philadelphia Apr
CoUegeville Apr
Bethlehem May
Huntington May 1
1
9
13
16
18
19
21
25
7
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Varsity ^as\etball
^T
Captain Laughton Coach Secor
HE Varsity Basketball
season has been a suc-
cess in every respect
this year. The schedule was
an exceptionally hard one,
entailing as it did much fast
competition. The colleges
and universities whose teams
met P. C. O.'s basketeers in-
dicate the wider range and
ever increasing success of our
team.
Owing to the fact that
practically all of the games
were played on foreign floors, the student body found it impossible to give the
players its best support. However, the local games proved very popular and
proved that Osteopathy had many enthusiastic rooters.
The season's practice opened with fifteen aspirants for the team. Among
them were six of last year's letter men, namely: Bradford, Reid Laughton,
von Lohr, Sullivan, Ellis and Parker. Coach Secor further picked for his squad
Thomas, Warner, Culbert and Norm Laughton.
We are all appreciative of the increased interest inspired in the student
group through the efforts of Manager Devine and the successful work of Coach
Secor. With the graduation of the Class of '28 we shall lose Bradford, Reid
Laughton, Sullivan and von Lohr, who have contributed so much to basketball
history during their four years in P. C. O., but we feel secure for the future,
having as the nucleus for our new team so many men who have been associated
with them.
.A
Devine. Manager, Werner. Culbert, Thomas, N. L-mghton, Secor, Coach,
VON LoHR, Bradford, R. Laughton. Capiam, Ellis, Parker
VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
South Jersey Law School at Camden, N. J.
Washington College at Chestertown, Md.
Ursinus College at Collegeville, Pa.
Swarthmote College at Swarthmore, Pa.
Temple University at Philadelphia
Villanova at Villanova, Pa.
Albright College at Myerstown, Pa.
Universit}' of Delaware at Newark, Del.
St. Joseph's College at Philadelphia
Pennsylvania Militar}' College at Chester, Pa.
Haverford College at Haverford, Pa.
St. Joseph's College at Philadelphia
Moravian College at Bethlehem, Pa.
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Girls Bas\ethall
Captain ^[INCn
in their second same.
,UR co-eds for anotiier season have
successfully kept the colors of P. C.
O. aloft. The success of the season
cannot be attributed to the games won, but
rather to the spirit and integrity with which
the girls played for Osteopathy.
The season's first game was with
Beaver College in Jenkintown. Here Coach
Harter regretted that he had never trained
his fair aspirants for combat under shell
fire, so they were at a loss under the barrage
of the photographer's flashlight. Since the
"Beavers" finished their season as unde-
feated champs. Osteopathy had to pay toll
Another hard-fought battle was waged against Glassboro Nor-
mal. Evidently the game lasted twice as long as it should have be-
cause P. C. O. vv'as leading at the finish of the first half.
Against Philadelphia Normal P. C. O. played a peppy game,
but failed to obtain the higher score.
Irma Minch, the team's captain, will be graduated this year,
leaving the Misses Ortlieb, NichoU, Peterson, Norment, Nash,
Johnson, and Kratz, to form a nucleus for next year's sextette.
Much credit must be given to Mildred Pine, for her ability to
manage the team.
14
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PoBiRS, Assistant Manager. Crocker, Johnson, Peterson,
Nash. Normant. Minch. Captain, Ortleib, Kratz
giRLS' n^ASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Beaver College at Jenkintown, Pa.
Glassboro Normal at Glassboro, N. J.
Philadelphia Normal ... at Philadelphia, Pa.
Beaver College at Philadelphia, Pa.
:i1^:
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Freshman Bas\ethall
C. O. has always been
successful in deriving
from the members of
its Freshman class a fast play-
ing quintet to meet a num-
ber of very good competitors
about Eastern Pennsylvania.
The men are closely observed
for prospective material for
the Varsity team in ensuing
years. They are allowed to
work out with the Varsity
team at practice, thus enabling
the coaches to develop their
high points on the floor. Circumstances necessitating two
different floors for practice, made matters slightly incon-
venient, but in spite of this the squads worked together
and developed a noteworthy team.
hi summing up the season's games, we feel that the
Class of 1931 quite successfully did its part for Osteopathy
and the advancement of basketball. Dr. McHenry's work
as coach was of genuine quality and his services were
deeply appreciated. Credit is also due to Thomas, the
manager, and Dannin, the captain.
(Iai'Tain Dannin
u
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Stratford, Sauter. Otto. Peters. Asujiunt /M.<;;.i.j
Pekon. Dannin. explain, Bradford #
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Philadelphia Normal at Philadelphia
Swarthmore J. V at Swarthmore, Pa.
Temple J. V at Philadelphia
Pennington
J. V at Pennington, Pa.
Wenonah Military Academy at Wenonah, Pa.
Darby High School at Darby, Pa.
Palmyra High School at Palmyra, N. J.
Rider College at Trenton, N. J.
Wilmington High School at Wilmington, Del.
Cape May High School at Cape May, N. J.
Upper Darby High School at Darby, Pa.
National Farm School at Doylestown, Pa.
w .a
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Captain Fiestal
ANOTHER major sport in P. C. O. is
baseball. The teams of the past have
met with worthy competitors and for
themselves have won the attention of the fans
in many closely contested games.
We are led to wonder why they are year
by year so shy of the photographer, and leave
The Synapsis without a photograph. As the
new season is just starting maybe a local cam-
eraman can help us out with the '28 team.
The 1927 call for practice resulted in a
large turnout, which included nearly an entire
team of veterans, together with several very
promising Frosh. Practice was held at Forty-
ninth Street and Chester Avenue, where the squad worked faithfully and
developed some big league element. In testing the batteries, it was discov-
ered that Ellis and von Lohr produced less friction, and so we cherish
having them again for the 1928 season.
The season opened at Swarthmore and the game consisted of plenty
of action throughout. "Pud" McHenry played particularly well, lifting
a two-bagger the first time up. The final score resulted in Swarthmore'
s
gaining the laurels which they had worked hard to win.
Many games were played to close final scores. The team regrets that
rainy weather ruled out the opportunity to meet the Temple, Villanova
and St. Joseph's nine, as our relationship with these clubs are of the
closest type.
Graduation deprived the squad of a few good men, but the 1928
season under the captaincy of Edgar Fiestal looks most favorable, in spite
of the loss.
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Haverstick, von Lohr, Thomas, Secor. Fiestal, Captain, Warner, Winela.nd. Mi.mi.m.lr, Manager^
CORWIN, Smith, James, liLLis, McKevitt
"BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 28 Villanova
March 31 Albright
April 11 Swarthmore
April 14 Ursinus
April 18 University of Delaware
May 5 Seton Hall
May 9 Moravian
May 16 Temple
May 23 P, M. C.
May 26 Drexel
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M ENTION should bemade of the third an-
nual Cross Country
Run which took place Saturday,
November 19th. The cold,
windy day added its own trials
to a course noted for its diffi-
culties even on a pleasant day.
All of the entrants gave evi-
dence of their stamina, but
the honors must go to J. C.
Ottey and to J. K. Mullen, of
the Meadowbrook team, who
showed great form in winning
their events. The team trophies, which were donated by
our College and several fraternities, were won by Mead-
owbrook A. C, Nativity C. C, and Shanahan C. C.
Congratulations are due those who had to manage
this run. It was efficiently arranged for and was conducted
in a manner to make all P. C. O, adherents proud of their
College. Judged from all angles, it was most successful
and will no doubt do much to place the College Athletic
Association in high regard in the athletic world.
Fred Harter. Aigi
m
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'BASEBALL 1927
George James, Capt.
Edgar Fiestal
John McHenry
Jack Grinold
Gerald SuriH
Robert Ross
William Ellis
Morgan von Lohr
DeVer Tucker
Arthur McKevitt
Richard Parker
George Darrohn, Mgr
John McHenry, Coach
"BASKETBALL 1927-1928
Reid Laughton, Capt.
George Sullivan
Bruce Thomas
Norman Laughton
Richard Parker
Joseph Culbert
William Ellis
Robert Warner
Morgan von Lohr
Jack Bradford
John Devine, Mgr.
Ralph Secor, Coach
giRLS' BASKETBALL 1927-1928
Irma Minch, Capt.
Marion Ortlieb
Virginia Norment
Isabel Johnston
Carleen Nash
Beatrice Kratz
Henrietta Peterson
Mildred Pine, Mgr.
Fred Harter, Coach
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Alumni Association of
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
THE expressed objects of this Association are to promote the inter-
ests and prosperity of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy;
offering of prizes; endowment of free beds in the Hospital; the
collection of anatomical and pathological specimens for the College Mu-
seum; maintenance and cultivation of good feeling among the Alumni;
and, above all, the advancement of the interests of osteopathic education
and diffusion of sound osteopathic knowledge and training.
The members of the Association are the graduates and professors of
the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. The Trustees of the College and
the Alumni of other recognized institutions are eligible to honorary mem-
bership. Any member who has paid the sum of five dollars is entitled to
a subscription to the Osteopathic Digest, a year's dues, and a ticket to the
annual home-coming day.
Many of our Alumni in the past year have subscribed to the Guar-
antee Fund for the building of a new College and Hospital. The Alumni
Endowment Fund is steadily growing and each year members of the grad-
uating class have volunteered to carry on this great work.
The Alumni Register is in the Hospital lobby and all Alumni mem-
bers and visitors are urged to register.
OFFICERS 1927-28
.
President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Francis A. Finnerty, D.O.
Montclair, N, J.
Donald B. Thorburn, D.O
New York City
Elizabeth R. Tinley, D.O.
Philadelphia, Pa.
J. Ernest Leuzinger, D.O Secretary
Philadelphia, Pa.
Paul T. Lloyd, D.O Treasurer
Philadelphia, Pa.
SXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Simon P. Ross, D.O., Philadelphia, Pa.
Edward A. Green, D.O., Ardmore, Pa.
Ednx'ard H. Gibbs, D.O., Maplewood, N. J.
Mortimer J. Sullivan. D.O., Montclair, N. J.
Gordon P. Losee,, D.O., Westfield, N. J.
Mildred Fox, D.O., Mount Holly, N. J.
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Philadelphia County Osteopathic Society
Dr. Peter H. Brearlev. President
Dr. George T. Hayman, Vice-President
Dr. Mary Patton Hitner, Secretary
Dr. Harry E. Leonard, Treasurer
eXECUTIVE n^OARD
Dr. C. Earl Evans Dr. James A. McGuigan
Dr. J. Ernest Leuzinger
THE Philadelphia Gsunty Osteopathic Society offers to the recent
graduates and new Osteopathic physicians near Philadelphia the
opportunity to ally themselves with an established group of vet-
eran Osteopaths who have striven to promote and protect the principles
of the profession, both locally and in the State Legislature.
This year marks the twenty-fifth since the small but deeply interested
group met to lay plans for a greater P. C. O., with the advantages of a
hospital and clinic facilities. Marking as it does a quarter century in years
the active members of this association may be justly joyous to see in the
immediate future a new monument to the loyal and limitless efforts of
some of its members who have helped make possible the new and larger
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy and Osteopathic Hospital to be built
at Forty-eighth and Spruce Streets.
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Roll of Alumni
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AcORNLEY, A. H 5228 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Acton, Donald K Elkins Park, Pa.
Adams, Carson L 321 South Third Street, Hammonton, N. J.
Alexander. C. R Chester, S. C.
Allen. John W 404 W. 23d Street, Wilmington, Del.
Altpeter. Blanche Clara Medina, N. Y.
Amidon. C. Donald Arcade Building, Oswego, N. Y.
Anderson, Edwin J Trenton, N. J. (Mail returned 4/26)
Anderson. Margaret 417 W. Chelten Avenue, Germantown, Pa.
Anderson, May R.
Aeatoff. Julius 619 Dickinson Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Arthur, Alexander F (Mail returned from Hazleton, Pa. 11/28/27)
Bachrach. David 16 E. 96th Street, New York City
Baer. Frederick J 223 Washington Street, Stroudsburg, Pa.
Bailey. DeForrest C.
Bailey, John H 1623 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Baker, Fred. D 67 Park Avenue, New York City
Balbirnie, C. D. B 1048 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Balian, Sarkis 718 North l6th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Banker. Gene G 5335 Knox Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Barg. Isaac 1729 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Barnes, Finis E Charleston, 111.
Barnes, John Austin Garrison Hall, Garrison Street, Boston, Mass.
Barr, Guy Leon 117 Mahantongo Street, PottsviUe, Pa.
Barrett, Arthur S.
Barrett. Mabel W.
Barrett, Onie A 312 South 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bartlett, Leonard P 1514 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Basiiline. McClellan F Knox, Pa.
Bassett. Tefft 548 Westcott Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Bates, James F 1546 Swedesboro Avenue, Paulsboro, N. J.
Beach, Evan Gardener 17 Van Cott Avenue, Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
Deale, Frederick A Noble, Pa.
Beale. Edna F Arrott Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bean, Clara Emily 34 Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beck. William M Route 3, Sunbury, Pa.
Beitel, Walter L.
Belland, Fred. A Dollar Title and Trust Building, Sharon, Pa.
Bellew. Henry McD. G 3409 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Benion, Martha Vernon Widener Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bentley. Lillian L 1533 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Berger, Theodore J 77 Park Avenue (39th Street), New York City
Bierals. Carl 128 Morgan Place, Arlington, N. J.
Cisher. Mary Goodfellow 2353 East Cumberland Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bissell. Elizabeth C 208 Lake Street, Madison, Wis.
Blades, Charles A Asbury Park Trust Building, Asbury Park, N. J.
Bohrer, J. William 469 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bothwell. Alexander 192 Main Street, Bristol, Conn.
Bowman. Howard E Reading, Pa.
Bowman. C. Howard Ridgeway, Pa.
Boyd, Nathaniel W 126 E. Washington Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.
BoYLAN, James Francis (deceased)
Bradley. Wesley B 501 West 111th Street, New York City
Erainard, Stanley M 21 Burnside Avenue, East Hartford, Conn.
Brake, DeWitt H 845 Ocean Avenue, New London, Conn.
Brandt. Anna 922 Fayette Street, Conshohocken, Pa.
Brandt, Ruth A.,
1211 West Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., 922 Fayette Street, Conshohocken, Pa.
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Brandt. William E 1211 West Lehigh Avenue, PhiUidelphui, Pa.
Brav. Edwin Wilson Denckla Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
BRnARLEY. Peter H 34 South l6th Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Bretzfelder. Carl B New Haven, Conn.
Bricker, Robert O 412 Crozer Building, Chester, Pa.
Brill. Morris M 18 East 4lst Street, New York City
Brittain, Ethel E Estill Springs, Tenn. (Mail returned)
Broberg. Royal C 154 State Street, Albany, N. Y.
Brocklehurst. David 232 Juanita Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Brookman. John Leon 234 Lark Street, Albany, N. Y.
Brown. Charles McKinley 1417 Eleventh Street, Altoona, Pa.
Brown. Niles A 192 Waterman Street, Providence, R. L
Browne, Frederick J 12 Mandeville Place, London, England
Bruckner. Carl D 1521 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa
Brunner. Morris W 121 South Ninth Street, Lebanon, Pa. (deceased)
Bryan. Charles T Route 3, Box 231, Anaheim, Calif.
Bryant. Earl Daniel 215 Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
BUEHLER. John B 701 South Ardmore Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
Bugbee, William Calvin 45 North Fullerton Avenue, Montclair, N. J.
Burdett. Fletcher Howard 41 East 42d Street, New York City
Burgess. Gertrude Perry Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Burke. Raymond J Weightman Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Burkholder. John David Woolworth Building, Lancaster, Pa.
Burleigh. Edward D. (deceased)
Burt. James E. (deceased)
Bush Lucius M 516 Fifth Avenue, corner 43d Street, New York City
Buxton. William B 900 Newell Street, Utica, N. Y.
Cady. Francis 706 Granite Building, Rochester, N. Y.
Calafiore. Joseph 214 Ohio Street, Johnstown, Pa.
Campbell. Ida S 81 Vauxhall Street, New London, Conn.
Capers. Richard L Bellefonte, Pa.
Cardemore, P. J 363 E. Chelten Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Carter. Hedley V 1 East 42d Street, New York, N. Y.
Carter. James Morris
Caryl. H. Stewart Burr Building, Scranton, Pa. (Mail returned)
Cassell, Michael E 1744 North I6th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cattaneo, Charles W South Norwalk, Conn.
Champion. Ralph L Snyder Building, Eimira, N. Y.
Champion, William Dunbar Ellenville, N. Y.
Chastney. James E 187 Burton Street, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
Cristy, Meta Loretta
Clarkson. Grace 5 Bernice Street, Worcester, Mass.
Cleveland. Edward W Press Building, Binghamton, N. Y.
Coffee. Eugene M Baily Building. Colhngswood, N. J.
Cohalan. J. A Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colburn.' Harold L 59 Brookfield Avenue, Upper Montclair, N. J.
Cole. Adam E 94 Park Street, Rockland, Me.
Cole! Robert E 206-207 Girard Building, Geneva, N. Y.
Collard. Egbert M 802 Central Avenue, Ocean City, N. J.
Collins. Alice Loretta 2111 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colton. Florence A 181 Main Street. East Northfield, Mass.
COLVIN. John 100 Park Avenue, Dover, N. J.
CoMSTOCK. Carolyn E.
Conger. Walter M Pennsylvania Avenue and Boardwalk, Atlantic City, N. J.
Conway. Helen 4150 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cook. Carl M 40A Park Lane, London W. I., England
Cook. Clarence R.,
Suite 532, Southern Building, 15th and H Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Cook. Georgene W. A.
Cook. G. W.
Copp. Edgar L 321 Cooper Street, Camden, N. J.
r.
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Copp, Orrin G 143 North Carol Boulevard, Upper Darby, Pa.
Corby, Marie (Magill) . . , 1747 West 49th Street, Los Angeles, Cal. (Mail returned)
Cornell, Florence Bangor, Pa.
CossABOOM, Ralph F 10 E. Main Street, Monument House, Freehold, N. J.
CosTELLA, Blanche V. (deceased)
CoYE, Velma Isora 12 Van Brerean Street, Holley, N. Y.
Cox, Robert C Pittsburgh, Pa.
Coyler, Esther 127 Broadway, Amityville, L. I., N. Y.
Cramer, Milton J 320 Haynes Street, Johnstown, Pa.
Crandall, C. L.
Crandall, George K Dr. Crandall's Health School, Lincoln Highway, York, Pa.
Crandall, Louis V 705 Edgemore Avenue, Chester, Pa. (Mail returned)
Crawford, Glenn Brockton, 111.
Creatore. Tammasco.
.
. .603 Horn Building, 1601 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cressman, Edwin H 3526 North Uth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cromie, George D.
Crosley, Ellen 3509 Baring Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Croswell, Louise L 174 Home Avenue, Rutherford, N. J.
Curran. Cecilia G 415 Clifton Avenue, Collingdale, Pa.
Cutler, L. Lyon Berlin, N. H.
Dailey, Lillian B 626 Granite Building, Rochester, N. Y.
D'Alonzo, H. Enrico 1424 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Daniels, W. Nelson
Dark, Howard Arthur Glens Falls Insurance Building, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Davidson, Ralph W 58 Metcalfe Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Davis. Clinton Frank 2 Taylor Building, Taunton, Mass.
Davis. Irma A Apartment A, 4728 Baltimore Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Davis, J. M. (deceased)
Davis, Thomas Paul ISO Washington Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
Davis. William Chester 17 Norther Boulevard, Albany, N. Y. (Mail returned)
Dean, Albert R.,
809 N. 17th Street, Closter, N. J.; 87 Liberty Place, Weehawken. N. J,
Deeter, Ruth A Rose Valley Sanitarium, Media, Pa,
Deiter, Oswald 340 N. 7th Street, Newark, N. J,
Delp, Wm. Stem 520 Derstein Avenue, Lansdale, Pa,
Dey, J. Rowland 300 Main Street, Riverton, N. J,
Dick,' Marion (Mrs. J. Francis Smith) 1802 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
Dillenbeck, Waldo Ephraim Northwestern, N. Y,
Donovan, Daniel P 11 West 15th Street, Bayonne, N. J,
Downing, Edwin M Schmitt (Rupp Building), York, Pa
Draper, D. F 33 West 42d Street, New York City
Drennan. Anna M,
Drew, Edward G 1408 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Drew, Margaret 4610 Wayne Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Drew, Ira W 4610 Wayne Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Drum, Clinton P.
Drum. Thomas F. N South Street, Williamstown, Pa.
Dunn, Ernest Windley
Dunn, William F 71 Park Avenue, New York City
Dunnington, Margaret B Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dunnington, Mrs. R. H., nee Margaret C. Brown
Dunnington, Wesley P Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Durkee, H. V 122 Broad Street, Bridgeton, N. J.
Dyr, W. Walter 734 Morgan Avenue, Palmyra, N. J.
Eberly, Russell 414 West Mt. Airy Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Edwards, K. Porter 66 Middle Neck Road, Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.
ElLER, Isabel B 69 Prospect Avenue, Cumberland, Md.
Eldon. James B 1741 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Eldridge. Roy Kerr South Ardmore, Pa.
Ellis, Thomas W. (deceased) 5236 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Elwell. M. Lawrence. . . .609 Terminal Building, 65 Broad Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Ent, James S. (deceased) Lightstreet, Pa.
m
Yf;
Evans. C. Eakl Chester. Pa. (Mail returned)
Evans. H. Walter 1526 North 16th Street. Philadelphia, Pa
Evans. Myfanwy Traders Bank Building. Scranton. Pa
Evans. Richard William 316 Washington Avenue, Scranton. Pa
EvERHART. Florence 114 South Illinois Avenue, Atlantic City. N. J
EwART, Irving D 707 Jackson Street, Albany, Ga
Farson. Anna 2020 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa
Fasnwcht. Walter K 21 Chestnut Street. Palmyra. N. J
Finch. J. Fr.-\nk 321 North 63d Street. Philadelphia. Pa
FiNNERT^-. FRANas A 40 Park Street, Montclair. N. J
Fischer. Albert Edward. .
. .419 Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Mail returned)
Fischer. Herbert Cynwyd. Pa.
Fischer. Carl H Center and Childs Streets. Woodbury-. X. J.
Fischer. R.\lph L-\urance 6043 Geritiantown Avenue. Philadelphia, Pa.
Fitzger.\ld. Paul Andrew Dover, Del.
Fitzw.\ter. Fr.\nk 178 Prospect Park West, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Flack. Arthur M 3414 Baring Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fleming. Mrs. Evalena S. C 408 Boston Building, Honolulu. Hawaii
Fletcher. Daisy The Belvidere, 319 West 48th Street. New York City
Flint. Effie A 1601 Oxford Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Flint. Ralph Woodbury 1634 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
FORESMAN. Jane 851 Washington Boulevard. Oak Park. Ill,
Fox. Mildred 19 Main Street, Mt. Holly, N. J.
Frame. Elizabeth B 1035 East Colorado Street, Pasadena, Cal. (Mail returned)
Frame. Ira S.
Freas, George H Williamsport, Pa
French. Earl Benjamin 315 South 51st Street. Philadelphia. Pa
French. Dlli.\n J 321 Raritan Avenue. New Brunswick. N. J
Frey. Everett 27 Sacum Avenue. E. Norwalk. Conn
Friedlin. French Broadway Theatre Building. Pitman. N. J
Fritsche. Edward H 1824 West Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa
Frye. Willl^.m B 339 Pine Street. Steelton. Pa
FUREY. Charles A 1200 Packard Building, Philadelphia. Pa
Furey. Wm. J 1822 Widener Building. Philadelphia, Pa
FuTER. M.\RioN Ethel 404 Nonh 52d Street, Philadelphia, Pa
Galbraith. Dorothy 154 Greenwood Avenue, Wyncote. Pa
Galbraith. Albert L Matoon, III
Galbraith. J. W Widener Building, Philadelphia. Pa
Galbreath. Rene Jarrett Widener Building. Philadelphia. Pa
Galbre,\th. Wm. Otis Land Title Building. Philadelphia. Pa
Gants. Charlotte D 204 West Chelten Avenue. Germantow n. Pa
Gants. Frank A 605 Jackson Building, Providence. R. I
Gants. WilliaiM 721 Broad Street. Providence. R. I
G.ATES. James Maurice 66 North Pearl Street. Bridgeton, N. J
Gearhart. Kenneth C Bigler. Pa
Gedney. E.\rl H Grove Cit^', Pa
Gehman. H. Mahlon 430 East Goepp Street, Bethlehem, Pa
Gehr. Mrs. Cor.\ B.
Gercke. George A 4676 Frankford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa
Gerken. Roy V 329 Park Avenue, East Orange. N. J
Gerlach. George W.,
1039 West Tioga Street. Philadelphia, Pa.; 12:' East Walnut Street, Lancaster, Pa
Germann. Paul G Lowville, N, Y
Getlin. Sa.muel 390 South Warren Street, Trenton. N. J
GiBBS. Edward H 6l''A Central Avenue. East Orange, N. J
Gibbs. Stephen Br.adford Plant Building. State Street. New London. Conn
Gilliand. Harry E 206 Snydam Street. New Brunswick, N, J
Gilliss. Alfred G 219 Center Street, Merchannille, N, J
G JEHRING. H.\rry M ..Diamond Bank Building. Pittsburgh. Pa
Gold. M. Hollenbach "3301 North IT'th Street. Philadelphia. Pa
Gomel. Maud L Areola. Ill
Goorley, Lois S 407 Broad Street Bank Building. Trenton. N. J
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GowMAN, CoRYDON PALMER 54 Main Street, Bradford, Pa.
Grace, John 414 S. M. Life Building, Binghampton, N. Y.
Graves, George B Hutchinson and Lehigh Avenues, Philadelphia, Pa.
Graves, W. Armstrong Park and Allegheny Avenues, Philadelphia, Pa.
Green, Edward A 20 West Montgomery Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Greenburg. Wilfred 244 West 74th Street, New York City
Gregory, Roger Milton 916 Delaware Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
Grenelle, Alice Atco, N. J.
Grenold, John 59 West Main Street, Meriden, Conn.
Grinwis, Tyce 178 Maplewood Avenue, Maplewood, N. J.
Griswold, Marian 269 North Grove Street, East Orange, N. J.
Groat, John Ellery
Grossman, E. M 1029 46th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gruber, Charles J 629 Olney Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Gruber, Francis F 220 Gorgas Lane, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hadro, Valeria P 237 Main Street, East Hampton, Mass.
Haigis, Edward S.
Halcock, W. J.
Hale, Walter K 1151/2 West Main Street, Spartansburg, S. C.
Hallam, James B "ill West 68th Street, New York City
Halliday, Philip 128 Stanley Street, Montreal, Canada.
Hamilton, Walter M 882 Westfield Avenue, Elmira, N. J.
Hanson, John Leo 6031 Thompson Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Harrison. C. Peer (deceased)
Hart, L Sylvester 1540 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hart, Wm. H 222 West Main Street, Moorestown, N. J.
Harvey, Sterling Ill Wilson Avenue, Manoa, Pa.
Haskell, Albert Rossman Hospital, Grove City
Haskin, E. C. C 1809 Pine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hatch, Paul The Jefferson, l6th and M Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Hayman, Hazel C (Mail returned)
Hayman, George T 135 E. State Avenue, Doylestown, Pa.
Hawes, William F 4823 York Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hayes, Joseph L 3322 Brandywine Street, Philadelphia Pa.
Hazelton, Franklin L 114 Walnut Street, Titusville, Pa.
Heard, Charles Richard 960 Hamilton Street, Allentown, Pa.
Heatwole, Webster S Masonic Temple, Salisbury, Md.
Heibel. George Eugene 206 Guaranty Bank Building, Lexington, Ky.
Heisley, Mary L.
Henke, Ernest W 15 Fulton Street, Newark, N. J.
Henry, Mary E 1634 North 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hensel, Howard P 132 Walnut Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Herbst, Henry B 3717 North Gratz Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Herdeg, Howard B 677 Parkside Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Herr, Harry J Lampeter, Lancaster County, Pa.
Hertzel, Mary Swarthmore, Pa. (Mail returned)
Herring, Ernest M 50 Fielding Court, South Orange, N. J.
Hess, Elmer Christian 2550 North llth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Higinboth am. Carrie Honesdale, Pa.
HiLLE, Louis 42 East Norris Street, Bath, N. Y.
Hilier, Mary E Washington Place, Flushing, N. Y.
HiLLMAN. Herbert Van Arsdale 393 West End Avenue, New York City
Hines, John N Rugby Road, Baltimore, Md.
HiscoXj Ruth Gassow Norwich, Conn.
Hitner. Mary Patton 330 South 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
HOLCOMB, W. LeVerne 242 Bryant Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Holden, Edgar Ogden 51 Winsor Avenue, Highland Park, Pa.
HoLDEN. Phyllis West (Mrs. E. C. Holden) . .51 Winsor Ave., Highland Park, Pa,
Honsaker, Charles 131 South 22d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
HooPES, Charles L 218 East Kings Highway, Haddonfield, N. J.
Houck, Howard M 1506 Linden Avenue, Baltimore, Md.
Hough, Clara E. (deceased)
f
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Hough, Jennie S.
Hough, Jeanne
Hough. Mary 1 331 West State Street, Media, Pa.
Houghton. Jennie W.
Howe. Marion Elizabeth 43 Summer Street, Fitchburg. Mass.
Hovi'ELL. J. C 11 West Pine Street, Orlando, Fla.
HowELLS. Mrs. Anna Gerow 629 West 173d Street, New York Citj'
HowELLS. Clifford 629 West 173d Street, New York City
Hudson. Benjamin T 1 East Main Street. Fredonia, N. Y.
Hughes. Angie C 39 Waverly Place, Utica, N. Y.
Humphreys, Emily Elizabeth 171 School Street. Ro.xburj', Mass.
Humphrey, Emily Esther 171 School Street. Roxbury, Mass.
Hunt, Ernest M 29 Mitchell Place, White Plains, N. Y.
Hunt. Marjorie Klinger 5620 Willows Avenue, Philadelphia. Pa.
Hu.N'TER. William Nelson 17 East High Street, Glassboro, N. J.
HuRLOCK. Harry Biehl
HuRTUBiSE. Cornelius A -i75 Hermit.ige Street. Roxborough, Pa.
Hutchinson. Louella
Ingersoll. Franklin B.
Integlia. Peter P 11 Bull Street. Newport. R. 1.
Irwin. Gr,\ce Gould Deland, Fla.
Irwin. William Madison -129 Chestnut Street. Sunbury. Pa.
Jack. Alvah Gordon 1 108 Madison Avenue, Albany. N. Y.
Jackson. Mabel 416 West Chelten Avenue. Germantown. Pa.
Jackson. Mary K 1719 North 15th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Jacobson. Emanuel 1623 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Jennings. Mildred Gardener 3502 Brewster Avenue, Flushing, L. I.. N. Y.
Jennings. R. Geraldine Water Mill, N. Y.
Jensen. Arthur H Hotel Commodore. New York. N. Y.
Jewell, Edith F 1 Homestead Avenue. Worcester. Mass.
Johnson. Burdsall F 2814 North Broad Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Johnson. Ernest A 7248 Glenthorne Road, Upper Darby, Pa.
Johnson. Elsie Leola 306 Main Street, Lakewood, N. J.
Johnson. Evan A.
Johnson. Julia A 506 Monroe Avenue. Asbury Park, N. J.
Johnson. Leason H 4 Delaware Avenue. Hudson Falls. N. Y.
Jones. J. Walter 1411 Walnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
JoY'NER, Annie Louisa Brown Building. Greenville, S. C. (Mail returned)
Kanev. Sydney M 1712 Pacific Avenue. Atlantic City. N. J.
Kaebler. Floyd M 731 Livingston Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Kann. Frank B 315 North Second Street. Harrisburg, Pa.
Kauffman. Harold D 1713 Forster Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Keeler. Benjamin H. (dece.ased)
Keene. Bertha G. (deceased) Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Keene. W. B 1530 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Keiper. Frederick Mayhew Toledo, O. (Mail returned 11/15/27)
Kelly. John Anthony 3249 North I6th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kelly. L.\wrence J 107 North 60th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kenderline. Clarence 1539 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kennedy. Edw,\rd 233 Clenow Avenue. Ottawa. Ont., Canada
Ketcham. Anna M 1829 M Street, N. W.. Washington. D. C.
Ketner. William Sligo, Pa.
Kingsbury. ^X'ILLIAM 4121 Derunan Avenue, Elmhurst, L. I.. N. Y.
KiSER. Harmon Y 1833 Mt. Vernon Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
Kline. George Tarentum. Pa.
KOHN. Herman 2813 Wharton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kraiker. F. W. Jr 1210 West Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kraus. Eugene H 2345 Broadway. Euclid Hall Apartments, New York City
Krech. Julia Eva 6 East 3"th Street, New York City
Lach.N'er. Hazel R 176 Broadway, Paterson. N. J.
Lancey. Lilla M 1530 Chestnut Streer. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Lansing. James B. W Manasquan, N. J.
Lanley, Dr. Lois Van Horn Woodlawn, Pa.
Lapp. Irene K Granite Building, Rochester, N. Y.
Larkin J. Walter Norristown-Penn Trust Building, Norristown, Pa.
Leach, John Robert 317 East Centre Street, Shenandoah, Pa.
Leonard. Harry Alfred Flanders Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Leopold, M. D 79 Lansdowne Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Leuzinger, Jacob Ernest 4937 North Mervine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Levitt, Alexander 350 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lewis, Robert R 2785 Pratt Street, 4909 Frankfurd Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lewis, George Lentner 140 West Luray Street, Germantown, Pa.
Lewis. Lincoln 182 Hawley Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
LiDY, L Henry 22 South Centre Street, Pottsville, Pa.
LiEBERT, Henry 2703 Barton Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Lindsay, John W Room 4l6, Park Square Building, Morristown, N. J. ;
Lindsey, Charles Emerson 537 Madison Avenue, Scranton, Pa. -
LiPPlNCOTT, Lydia E 429 Thomas Avenue, Riverton, N. J. . "
Lippincott, Rebecca Conrow 122 West Main Street, Moorestown, N. J. i ' '
Lipscomb. Leonard 833 North Van Buren Street, Wilmington, Del. :
Lloyd. Paul Turner 2025 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lockwood. Travis D 35 West 42d Street, New York City
]
. ,, Long, Frederick Albert Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
-^.
I
! ],
Long, Custer B Clarion, Pa.
"
' LoscALzo, J. Horace Cape May Court House, N. J.
:
!: LosEE. CD 109 West Broad Street, Westfield, N. J.
1
'.
,-,j, Losee! Mrs. C. D. (nee M. H. Hills) 109 West Broad Street, Westfield, N. J. ;,
LosEE. Gordon Philo 431 South Avenue, Westfield, N. J.
Loux. Wendell P Vineland, N. J.
LUTZ, Wilbur P 4916 Warnock Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lynch, Alice E St. James Building, Jacksonville, Fla. (Mail returned) 1
i
MacEwen. Margaret 1338 Pine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MacJennett, William Dargon 26 Park Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
- McClenny. D. C Hinton Building, Elizabeth City, N. C. (Mail returned) ;;
;-|, '
;
McCuRDY. Charles W. (deceased) 8 West Liberty Street, Dansville, N. Y.
h', ,: i McDowell. Roy Johnston Dollar Title and Trust Building, Sharon, Pa.
P^' .1 McGee, James M. (deceased) /'
\p.\ /' McGraw. Donald Custer 105 West Orange Street, Lancaster, Pa. ,['/ jh|
;|:![
'
; McGrenra, Loretta 435 Merkle Street, Roxborough, Pa. :, Mi
i" , '
j
McGuigan. James 4939 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ,,{| ,V
ip;' /•, McHenry, John 643 South 52d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
jpli (j j:
McKiNNEY. Edna Morgan Box 48, Eliot, Me. :
I';:],
'•
I
McNeal, Ethel Morrison
'P
;
} McNelis. A. J Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
'; V Marilton, Florence Wallingford, Pa.
^
; I'i Magilton. Marguerite Wallingford, Pa.
Magill. Mrs. M. E.
Maginnis, Thelma G Mount Holly Springs, Pa.
'
Marks. Robert Arthur 216 East 23d Street, New York City
Markward. Wm. H 664 Brooklyn Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Marriner. Lorenzo G Denckla Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Marshall. Florence Gertrude 524 West End Avenue, New York City
Marx. Melville Essex Building, Newark, N. J. (Mail returned)
Master. Floyd B Knox, Pa.
Masterson. William P 1726 South 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Matchinsky, Marie Agnes 2027 West Master Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Maxwell. Bertha M 508 West 4th Street, Williamsport, Pa.
Maxwell. Elizabeth 749 West 3d Street, Williamsport, Pa.
Maxwell. Harry T Morrisown, N. J. (Mail returned)
May. Sarah Alice 1011 Stratford Avenue, Melrose Park, Pa.
Maybee, Mildred Louise 35 East 49th Street, New York City
Mayer, Arthur D 135 West 81st Street, New York City
Medlar. Sarah Agnes,
6515 North Broad Street, Queens Court Apartments. Philadelphia, Pa.
Meeker, Olive Succasynna, N. J.
Melnicoff, Samuel 1213 West Dauphin Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mentzer. Mary R. D. No. 2, Box 47, Altoona, Pa.
Merrick, Charlotte Holland 412 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
Merrill. Harriet Elizabeth 474 3d Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merriman. Joseph Charles 235 and 239 Hotel Commodore, New York City
Metford. Ellis 337 East Main Street, New Holland, Pa.
Miller. Frank 610 Realty Building. Charlotte, N. C.
Miller, John Romeo 410 W. Washington Street. Rome, N. Y.
Miller, John W. (deceased) ' Sunbury. Pa.
Miller, Stella B. (Mrs. Padburg),
3227 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Mitchell. Frank Byron Montclair, N. J.
Moeschlin. George J 428 Cumberland Street, Lebanon, Pa.
Mittleman. Abe N.
MOLYNEUX. Albert J 2859 East Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J.
Molyneux. Cora Belle 2859 East Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J.
Moody, May Bradford (see Mrs. Morton)
MooMAW. Mary C 172 West 79th Street, New York City
MooMAW. Mrs. (nee Carola A. Babcock)
Moore. Frank R Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia. Pa.
Morris. Paschall 131S Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Morrison. Jane (deceased) 133 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Morton. May R. Moody 141 Progress Avenue. North Woodbury, N. J.
MuLLER. Adelaide 1 6700 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mullet, Sevilla Helen 324 Woolworth Building, Lancaster, Pa,
Munson. Mrs. Eleanor W Forest Avenue, Portland, Me.
Mutschler. O. C 129 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Myles. George William (deceased) Worcester, Mass.
Nelson, Frank C 506 Highland Avenue, Maiden, Mass.
Newell. Carl Lester 3531 North 19th Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Nicosia. A. Warren 105 Main Street, Mt. Holly, N. J.
NoAKES. G. Kenneth 400 Greenwood Place, Syracuse, N. Y.
NORRis. Paul G 9 Cherry Street. Lynn, Mass.
Ober. Vincent Hilles Broadway Theatre Building, Pitman, N. J.
O'Brien, Emma Filer Ephrata, Pa.
O Brien, Sylvester J Ephrata, Pa.
O Brien, Francis R 1521 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
OHara. 704 Niagara Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Oliver. J. Lloyd 209 Esse.\ Avenue, Boonton, N. J.
OMalley, Margaret M 719 East Chelten Avenue, Germantown, Pa.
ONeill, J. Addison Daytona, Fla.
OsBORN. Harry C 42 North 3d Street, Easton, Pa.
OswoLD. Mrs. Elsie Altenderfer 2106 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Oxley. Thomas H 4701 Longshore Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Outt, Walter John 2787 Boulevard, Jersey City, N, J.
Parks. Kenneth 115 Furnace Avenue, Sherrill, N. Y.
Patterson. Harry Delmar 429 4th Street, EUwood City, Pa.
Payne. Charles C 6I6 New Ridge Building, Kansas City, Mo.
Pease. May Harriet 192 Waterman Street, Providence, R. L
Peck. Eber K. Ingoldsby 3488 Montclair Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Peebles. Elizabeth Steele Northfield, Mass.
Peebles, Elizabeth Florence Northfield, Mass.
Pennock, Mrs. D. S. B (nee Bertha M. Eichman),
1630 West Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Perkins, Doris 386 Union Street, New Bedford, Mass. (Mail returned)
Perkins, Mildred,
130 South Parkway, E, Orange, N. J.; also 125 East 62d Street, New York City
Perry, Mrs. Flo 851 Dorchester Street, Montreal, Canada (Mail returned)
Peters, Frank D 813 Jay Street, Utica, N. Y.
Pinto, M. P 308 Dime Trust Building, Shamokin, Pa.
18?8 10?K
PiSANO, Joseph 3038 Kensington Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ploss, R. Annette
Pollock, Mrs, Anna Woodward Building, Washington, D. C.
Powell, Mrs. Marion S Downingtown, Pa.
Powell, John W 114 West Lancaster Avenue, Downingtown, Pa.
Presbrey, Alice 1915 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pressly, Mason W 311 South Boulevard, Tampa, Fla.
Pruitt, Mary A 4011/2 Lindell Street, Martin, Tenn. (Mail returned)
Py, Joseph 130 Queen Lane, Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.
Raesler, Archie J 1200 Packard Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Race, Wilfred E 71 Crestwood Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
Randall. Alan B 75 Maple Avenue, Red Bank, N. J.
Randall, Helen M Langhorne, Pa. (Mail returned)
Rathbun, Douglas Plant Building, New London, Conn.
Read, Rachel 6 Reinanzaka, Ahasaka, Tokyo, Japan
Reid, a. Lloyd Summit, N. J.
Reigart, Morris Griffith 1410 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Reinhardt, Marie
Reynolds, Nel.
Rice, Gladys G.
Riceman, Earl F Merrill Sanitarium, Route 1, Venice, Calif.
Richardson, Martyn 608 Bankers Trust Building, Norfolk, Va.
Rickold, Charlie S Muncy, Pa.
Riley, Mrs. A. V. T.
Rishell. James 354 Somerset Street, Johnstown, Pa.
Robertson, Harold M 43 Madison Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
RoEDER. Julia Dorothea Queen and Orange Streets, Lancaster, Pa.
Rogers, Fred 810 2d Avenue, Troy, N. Y.
ROMIG, Katherine a.
Ronk, B. B.
RooME, Norman Sterling 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rosenblatt, Harry,
122 N. 5th Street, Chester, Pa.; also 1244 S. 50th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ross, Robert R 167 Lafayette Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.
Ross, Simon Peter 1131-33 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rossman, Glenn Otis 908-9 Markle Bank Building, Hazleton, Pa.
Rossman. W. F Grove City, Pa.
Rothmeyer, George 2227 Delancey Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
RUPERTUS. Olive
Rupp, Arthur 671 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. (Mail returned)
Rupp, Sarah Wright Commonwealth Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ryan. Thomas J Lilley Building, Waterbury, Conn.
Sacks, Robert
Saile, Harold Joseph 8th and Chestnut Streets, Lebanon, Pa.
Sanderson. Robert C 4108 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sawyer, Nellie W 222 West 8th Street, Topeka, Kan. (Mail returned)
Sawyer, Henry A 3342 North 13th Street, Philadelphia Pa.
Sawyer, Thomas J.
Sawyer, William Edward
Scally, Regina 2120 West Tioga Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
SCHENCK, Aletta. . . . 74 North Arlington Avenue, E. Orange, N. J. (Mail returned)
Schlieff. Margot a 10 A Cathedral Apartments, Hempstead, L. I.
ScHMiTT. A. Elmer 778 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y.
SCHMOYER, Paul Ralph Brookville, Pa.
Schwab, Alice Emmaline (Mrs. Earl D. Bryant),
150 West Broad Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Scott, Jane P Widener Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Scutt. Walter James 1212 Academy Street, Scranton, Pa. (Mail returned)
Seiders, Anna M 10 North 2d Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Shaub. Clarence W 3561/2 South Front Street, Steelton, Pa.
Shaw, James Edgar Greenwich, Conn.
Shenton, Mrs. Lillian B 3252 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Sheperla, Jean L 1152 Wagner Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa
Sherman, Fuller G 85 Cooper Street, Woodbury, N. J,
Sherwood, Warren Amasa 237 East King Street, Lancaster, Pa
Shinn, Grace C 632 Ocean Avenue, Lakewood, N. J,
Silver, Elena Lor-mne Palmyra, N. Y
Sinsabaugh, Edwin D Whitestone Landing, L. L, N, Y.
Simmons, Margie Drew Paterson, N. J. (Mail returned)
Simpson, Robert D 252 Littleton Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Sixx, Clark David Towanda, Pa. (Mail returned)
Sixx, Mrs. C. D. (nee Isabella Gordon) Towanda, Pa. (Mail returned)
Slaugh, J. Harry 3225 North Carlisle Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Slifer, George 1701 West Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Slifer, Sylvia M.
4803 North 10th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.; also 3653 Old York Road
Slough, John S 1321 Marlborough Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Smedley, Roscoe 104 Dudley Avenue, Narberth, Pa.
Smith, Louisa B. Brown Water Hill, L. L, N. Y.
Smith, Carl E 1307 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Smith, J. Francis 1802 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa,
Smith, Paul Preston 16 Inness Place, Montclair, N. J.
Smith, Ursula C 46 Market Street, Amsterdain, N. Y.
Snyder, Cecil Paul 1721 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Snyder, James C 1721 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
SoDEN, Charles H 818 Pennsylvania Building, Philadelphia, Pa,
Spaeth, Louis A 62d and Haverford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Spaeth. William 3018 Garrett Road, Drexel Hill, Pa.
Spencer, Hilton 60 Adrian Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer, Margaret
Spicer, Leona Room 28, Wilcox Building, 30 Colony Street, Meriden, Conn.
Spitznagel, Edward 72 Holbrook Street, Rochester, N. Y.
Stahlman. Harry Earl 6 North Fifth Avenue. Clarion, Pa.
Stearne, J. J 3124 North 15th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stegman, Harry Alonzo 5035 North 5th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stem. Harold L First National Bank Building, Canton, Pa.
Stephens, W. Richard 814 Wood Street, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Sterrett, Henry Willard 4939 Rubicam Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens, Mrs. Paula A 79 Lincoln Park, Newark, N. J. (Mail returned)
Stewart, F. Gilmand 446 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stiegler, Theodore W.,
2117 GiUes Street, Wilmington, Del. Office, Delaware Ave. and Madison St.
Stimson, Joanna F 3342 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stevens. Margaret Atlantic House. Old Orchard, Me.
Stoeckel, Flo P 5332 Wayne Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stollery. Robert W.,
54 Hillside Ave., Chatham, N. J. New office, 141 Summit Ave., Summit, N. J.
Storey, Robert J 1328 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Street. Carlton 1228 West Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stringer. Leslie P 125 Clinton Street, Dover, N. J.
Strong. William S 25 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sullivan, Joseph 106 West North Street, Ilion, N. Y.
Sullivan. Mortimer Joseph 192 Claremont Avenue, Montclair, N. J.
Surrey. Sarah Helen 974 Center Street, Middleboro, Mass.
Sullivan. Thomas V 1142 Eopp Street, Wheeling, W. Va.
T-MT, P. Lander 5205 Wayne Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Taylor, Janet N. Penrose Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Taylor, Pruella
Tebeau, Albert Clayton New Bern, N. C. (Mail returned)
Thayer, Edna (Mrs. H. Freas) Williamsport, Pa. (Mail returned)
Thomas, Ada L (deceased) 333 Miner Street, West Chester, Pa.
Thomas. Paul Revere 5412 Berks Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Thomson, Lindsay Henderson 3551 York Road, Philadelphia, Pa.
Thorburn, Donald Burns 303 Lexington Avenue, New York City
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Thorburn, T. R 600 West End Avenue, New York City
Thorburn, Mrs. Donald (nee Lydia H. Gardener),
303 Lexington Avenue, New York City
Thornley, Harry H -420 William Street, Williamssport, Pa.
Thurman, Edwin L 285 Jackson Street, Americus, Ga.
Thurman. Mrs. Edwin L 285 Jackson Street, Americus, Ga.
TiLLEY, Russell McFarlane 50 Plaza Street, Plaza Lane Apts., Brooklyn, N. Y.
TlLLOTSON, C. Norton 217 Dawson Avenue, Boonton, N. J.
Tinges, George H 52-il Baltimore Avenue, Philadlphia, Pa.
TiNLEY, Ruth Elizabeth 1318 Wakeling Street, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa.
Todd, Katherine Fleishmann's, N. Y.
TooMEY. Elizabeth A 309 Chestnut Street, Coatesville, Pa.
TowNSEND, Earl Blaikie 115 High Street, Hackettstown, N. J.
Treacy. Joseph A 2311 Green Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Trf.ichler, Amy McQ.
Trout, H. C.
Tucker, E. DeVer 1819 North Park Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Turkington. Joseph C. , , 2841 North 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
True, Foster Cogswell Haddon Heights, N. J.
Turner, L. Newell 10 East Jones Street, Savannah, Ga.
Trumbull, Lawrence Farmington, Me.
Ulrich. John McA. . .239 Lincoln Street, Steelton, Pa. Office, 19 North Front Street
Vail. Charles Hekdert Real Estate Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Valdane, Arvid E 764 Park Avenue, New York City
Van de Sande, Theodore New Smyrna, Fla.
Van Riper, George Sloan 393 West End Avenue, New York City
Van Ronk, Charles 640 East Chelten Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Van Wagenen, Cornelia (Mrs. Ralph Fisher),
855 East Riitenhouse Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Vaughan. Merritt Church,
827 Commerce Building, Main Street and East South Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
Vergara, Enrique 2330 North 16th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ViCK. Henry Harrison Bernard, N. Y. (Mail returned)
Wagner. Alvan 803 Miners Bank Building, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Wagner, Leo C 23 East LaCrosse Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa.
Walker, George D.
Walters. Jeanne 55 West 33d Street, New York City
Wallace, John William 2420 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ward. Rhoda E 10 North Avenue, West Cranford, N. J.
Wardell, Eva R. (deceased) 250 West 85th Street, New York City
Warren, Samuel F 1112-14 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Watt, Donald Pintard Apartments, 650 Main Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Webb. Ida D Ridgeway, Pa.
Weinert. Arthur C 510 American Bank Building, Hazleton, Pa.
Weinert. Thaddeus C 60 Claremont Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. (Mail returned)
Weisbecker, Wm. C 4818 North Camac Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wellborn. William E Gruskin Building, Kittanning, Pa.
Werst, Jennie V. Marmora 125 East 3d Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
Werst, Weston 125 East 3d Street, Bethlehem, Pa.
West. J. Kenneth 508 National Bank Building, Fayetteville, N. C.
Westerman, James Maurice 129 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pa.
Weston. Sherman Wood and Franklin Street, Wilkinsburg, Pa. (Mail returned)
Whitaker, Henry Kelsey
White. Robert M West Chester, Pa.
Whitehead, Floyd 1821 Diamond Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Whitehouse. John A 209 Sewickley Valley Trust Building, Sewickley, Pa.
Wiggins. W. Harold Succasuanna, N. J.
WiGHAM. Mae Edna Post Office Building, Ridgewood, N. J.
Wilcox, Helen 209 East State Street, Olean, N. Y.
Wiley, Edgel Edgel Lodge, McLean, Va.
Wilkin, Osmer J Jeffersonville, N. Y.
Williams, Edna K 1729 North 22d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Williams. Martin 95 Prospect Street. Madison. N. J.
WiLDSMiTH, Thomas E.
Wilson. Maxwell E 156 Farreget Avenue, Vandergrift. Pa.
Wilson, Raymond Herbert Pioneer Dime Bank Building, Carbondale, Pa.
WiLLARD, Earle S 21 Camp Street, Newark, N. J. (Mail returned)
WiNANT. Ruth H 1711 Spruce Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
WiNKLEMAN. ANNA Elfride 39 Elm Street, Lebanon, Pa. (Mail returned)
WINSOR. Henry Haverford, Pa.
WOLFENDEN. ELIZABETH B Cardington, Pa.
WOLFERT. Wm. J 94 Broad Street, Red Bank, N, J.
Wood. Charlotte Craisbery. 10 South 18th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Wood, Mrs. Emma G 178 Maplewood Avenue. Maplewood. N. J.
Woods, James M -i630 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. (Mail returned)
Worrell. Charles M 530 Centre Avenue. Reading, Pa.
Worrell. Pauline Garino 520 Centre Avenue. Reading. Pa.
Wright, Paul B.
Yeater. Ira F 1213 Eighth Avenue. Altoona. Pa.
Yerg. Linley H. (deceased) Goshen. N. Y.
YocuM, George P Ardmore, Pa.
Yoder, Solomon 21 North Lime Street, Lancaster, Pa.
ZiNDEL, Frank E 3219 Diamond Street, PhiLidelphia, Pa.
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Senior Directory
Ammerman, Richard C 710 7th Ave., Bethlehem, Pa.
Arbuckle, Beryl E 2004 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Atkinson, W. Irwin 157 Atlantic St., Bridgeton, N. J.
Bailey, Samuel L 2022 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Baker, Irving 6l3 Howard Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Barnes, Edmund C 1919 Wallace St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Bernard, Laura Clintondale, N. Y.
BiXBY, Ivan Alba, Bradford Co., Pa.
BowLBY, George W St. John, Nova Scotia
Bradford, John C 6108 Oxford St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brown, Donald 1821 N. Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Cargill, Florence 578 N. 20th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Clark, James G Upper Main St., Lewiston, Maine
Clarkson, Amos P 5 Bernice St., Worcester, Mass.
Colvin. George 100 Park Ave., Dover, N. J.
Cook, Sidney W 96 Brook St., Carbondale, Pa.
Daiber, W. F 7370 Torresdale Ave., Hdtlxnesburg, Pa.
Darrohn, George G 836 Madison Ave., Patterson, N. J.
Devine, John E 446 Asbury Ave., Ocean City, N. J.
Doremus, Arthur H Mountain Lakes, N. J.
Dressler, Otterbein Millersburg, Pa.
Drewes, Howard 1324 Rockland St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eaton, James M 508 Market St., Kingston, Pa.
Engel, Morton D 2608 N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
FiESTAL, Edgar 744 Greenwood Ave., Trenton, N. J.
Fish, K. Wallace Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Galbraith, Harold F 6620 Rising Sun Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gosper, Harriet M 717 N. 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gould, George K Franklinville, N. Y.
Gray, J. Robert Honey Grove, Pa,
Hadjelhi, Joseph 640 Wharton St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Harter, Frederick W 609 Walnut Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
Haupt, Harvey R 6l8 W. Spruce St., Shamokin, Pa.
Hess, Alfred B 1404 College Ave., Scranton, Pa.
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Hessdorfer, Harry C 4637 Pulaski Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Howes, William K 342 Fellows Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
Hughes, Roy E Main St., Johnstown, Pa.
James, George J 207 Geoigia Ave., Lorain, Pa.
Jenkins, Elmer R Mt. Greenwood Rd., Trucksville, Pa.
Jennings, Winston B Water Mill, Long Island, N. Y.
Johnson, Anna Sollenberger Glenthorne Rd., Upper Darby, Pa.
Johnston, Judson Fayetteville, N. Y.
Laughton, L. Reid 61 N. Brighton Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.
Leeds, Alvah 669 Palisades, Yonkers, N. Y.
Maier, J. Louis 202 Lloyd Ave., La Trobe, Pa.
Manchester, Howard Chester, N. Y.
Maulfair, Conrad G 1234 Willow St., Lebanon, Pa.
Maxwell, James D 32 Fuller Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
McCullouch, Ray 239 W. Lincoln St., Carlisle, Pa.
McNelis, John J 33 N. Queen St., York Pa.
Miller, Harold L 717 N. 17th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Minch, Irma 1929 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ONeal, Walter R R. D. l, Harrisburg, Pa.
Perkins, William J 1 208 East St., Honesdale, Pa.
Robins, Alton N 322 Pearl St., Burlington, Vt.
Shannon, Arthur T 625 Floyd Ave., Rome, N. Y.
Smiley, Gladys 56 Spring St., Albany, N. Y.
Smith, Leonard 208 Bowne Ave., Flushing, N. Y.
Spear, Carl 709 N. George St., Rome, N. Y.
Spill, Walter P 2509 Perrysville Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sullivan, George D 17 N. Otsego St., Mohawk, N. Y.
Swift, Alice 123 E. Chestnut St., Lancaster, Pa.
Symington, Clifford South Manchester, Conn.
Talmage, Herbert R 1223 Clinton Ave., Irvington, N. J.
De Tillman, Vladimir 247 N. 18th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ulrich, Herbert E. C 202 Burton Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.
Vaill, Anna W Star Route, Torrington, Conn.
VON Lohr, Morgan M .'..'. Glassboro, N. J.
Warren, John H 402 Napoleon St., Johnstown, Pa.
Wright, William C 157 W. Washington Lane, Germantown, Pa.
Wylie, Robert J Bloomfield, N. J.
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An African Osteopath
Courtesy of Dr. Bohrer
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Oue Advertisers
UR advertisers have expressed
a faith in this pubHcation and
in return, we, as members of the staff,
request you to consider them when
you have favors of patronage to grant.
Then will their faith be justified.
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AN INVITATION
A cordial invitation is extended to the osteo-
pathic profession to make use of the faciUties
which are offered by the
HOUSE OF PINNERTY
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Registered Hospital
which includes complete osteopathic, surgical,
laboratory, dental, radium and X-ray divisions.
iQp^ ^tr^'a
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KAPPA PSI DELTA
Come, Bacillus, let us ivander;
Wander ever hand in hand,
Down that capillary yonder,
Down that yonder shady gland.
Countless cousins will not miss you.
Happy in their oivn disease.
Tripping thru the tender tissues
We shall work what ills we please.
Does the wanderlust possess you?
I'll indulge it, dearest germ
We shall roam to regions, bless )
Named by no researcher's term
'OU
Camping in the juiciest muscle
Bathing in a quiet vein.
Dodging vicious white corpuscles
Summering at Aches-le-Brain.
o
Come, Bacillus, my injection.
Grows too potent to suppress,
Quick! Here comes your Aunty-Toxin,
Fly with me and answer, "Yes."
[168]
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DR. FRANK E. ZINDEL
Rectal Surgery and Obstetrics
Polyergic Hospital
3219 DIAMOND STREET PHILADELPHIA
Doctor Lutz, our famous Roll-call expert, once informed us
that in all heart conditions we should keep a watch on the heart.
He didn't specify any particular make so we deduced that an
Ingersol would do just as well as a more expensive make.
W\
KG^-
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ERVIN T. WIBLE, Jr.
246 S. FRONT STREET
Wholesale Dealer in
Oysters, Clams, Crab, Crab Meat
Specializing in Cedar Island and Deleave Brand Oysters
-it<jg)5»
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Scott-Powell Milk
is used at
The Osteopathic Hospital of
Philadelphia
because it's
"FRESHER BY A DAY"
-*-<r$)-ii
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AXIS CLUB
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'RECORDS OF ^ FAMOUS SURGEON
Specimen—One safety-pin. Removed from diapers of eight-month-old child.
Results—Failure of suspension—due to lack of tonicity of said part of infant's anatomy.
Treatment—Adhesive tape wherever necessary.
Specimen—Two incisor teeth. Removed from patient. Fisticuff method.
Results—Recovery as to personal beauty doubtful.
Treatment—Keep mouth closed and discharge all bloody discharges by expectoration.
Specimen—One ten-dollar gold piece. Removed from a patient suffering with asthma
—
regular fee.
Treatment—Routine treatment for shock.
Results—Partial recovery in one hour. Patient allowed to leave office. No further
report, as patient has failed to return for further treatment.
Specimen—One tongue. Removed from a shoe due to lack of adhesions.
Treatment—Absolute quiet rest for three weeks unless disturbed by a howling cat at
midnite.
Results—Fairly good results with much profanity.
Specimen—One nail. Removed from second phalanx of index finger.
Instruments—One pair pliers, one hammer, one saw.
Results—Perfect recovery in two weeks.
Treatment—Inability to remove nail with pliers or hammer; amputation done for
removal of the foreign object.
Specimen—One mushroom cork. Removed from a neck.
Results—Perfect recovery in 48 hours.
Treatment—By mouth whenever thirsty.
fi
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PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
The training, association and environment, experienced dur-
ing school years, lay the foundations for success in future
practice. The selection of the school best suited to develop
each individual therefore should be a matter of thought and
thorough investigation. This is especially true of osteopathic
colleges where intimacy of association between teacher and
student and patient is so essential.
The class work, clinical and hospital training in the
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHY
and the
OSTEOPATHY HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA
are unsurpassable. The excellence of instruction, the pro-
gressiveness of the various college and hospital departments,
the wonderful building program, the financial secureness
—
and above all the availability of the great population of Phila-
delphia for clinical instruction in osteopathy are factors di-
recting attention to these institutions.
Write for catalog and particulars.
-*^«?Si;;
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IOTA TAU SIGMA
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"Torchy, what kind of a car have you got?"
"I got a Wreck."
"A Wreck?"
"Yeah. Every time I park it a dozen people come up and ask me if I have
reported the accident yet."
Perplexities of a Student.
I'd send yon, dear, some violets
If spring were not so late,
I'd send you pink carnations if
Their scent I did not hate.
Orchids I should like to send.
Your love they would invoke,
I'd love to send some roses, too,
Brit, dear, just now I'm broke.
[172]
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Charles F. Bandel. D.O
303 Lexington Avenue
i New York City
9 C
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DR. DREWS SANITARIUM
Dr. Margaret S. Drew
Dr. Ira W. Drew
Devoted Exclusively to the
Treatment of children
4608-10 Wayne Avenue
Philadelphia Penna.
MORTGAGE SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
ISth and Fairmount Avenue
''The Bank of riieiidly Service"
STUDENT ACCOUNTS
SOLICITED
iOfi-^
& &,
m
OPEN MONDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS
^x<S)'A s:(i>T.= iir<i9ii
%ead on a C^'iiii-''^l History.
Mother: Died of unknown cause.
Father: Died at the age of sixty, death due to complicatior.s of warfare.
We wonder if it was foreign or domestic warfare.
fC(?>^" "»^<?S?!
Ruth Elizabeth Tinley, D.O.
131S WAKELING STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Phone: JEFferson JP'^
K(2z>^i -.7^'A
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"Bruce Thomas sang a song at the Fraternity
dinner last night."
"Why, he can't sing. Who egged him on?"
"Nobody egged him on, but he's looking for
the fellow who egged him off."
Dr. True: "Define an abscess?"
Soph: "An abscess is a circumcised cavity
containing pus
"
"Did you ever have your pahn read?"
"No; they use paddles at our house."
r
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DuFUR Osteopathic Hospital
J. IVAN DUFUR, D. O., President
Welsh Road and Butler Pike
Ambler, Penna.
City Office
Witherspoon BIdg., Philadelphia
Telephones:
Hospiuii, Ambler 110; City Office, Walnut 1385
^^^IFI
f\
This hospital was organized for the purpose of caring for and for
the Osteopathic Treatment of
NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES
Its location on 50 acres of highly developed ground, with lawns,
terraces and expansive gardens, gives that quietude, freedom, fresh air,
sunshine and restful atmosphere so necessary to the cure of these states.
The building is modern, complete in every detail ; all rooms are
cheerful, with expansive views. There are accommodations for the most
fastidious and exacting as well as for patients of moderate means.
The hospital has a present capacity of 82 patients, and represents,
with buildings, ground and equipment
AN INVESTMENT OF ABOUT $500,000.00.
A corps of competent nurses, physicians and attendants is always at
the service of patients.
Diagnostic and X-ray laboratories are complete.
Patients are supplied with fresh vegetables in season, fresh eggs and
milk and a guaranteed supply of artesian water from our own wells.
For fz/rther injoni/cttiu)i address
DuEUR Osteopathic Hospital
\^ lUl
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"How long would a man live with myocardial degeneration?'
"A lifetime at least." W
Why's and Wise.
-is it we hear so much profanity in the clinical lab. ?
-cracks in and around the college.
-is it that the Juniors enter clinic with such enthusiasm?
-men tell no tales.
-is it that hidden voices are heard in 1818 from 8.00 until 8.10 every
morning?
-words are seldom sufficient.
-is it that a certain Junior girl appears in such a daze?
-is it that Frosh ask so many questions ?
-men are paid for their efforts.
iCS^i^
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Dr. Ruth H. Winant
m
1711 Spruce Street
Philadelphia. Pa.
K<2pt(= «^ii
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Dr. Charles
J.
Gruber, D.O.
629 Olney Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa.
Trade Mark
Re.eisrered
Trade Mark
Registered
\
"STORM"
Binder and Abdominal Supporter
X.ijts and Holds
For Ptosis. Hernia, Pregnancy, Obesity,
Relaxed Sacro-Uiac Articulations, Float-
ing Kidney, High and Losv Operations
—
for any condition calling for abdominal
support
(XIX)
Every Storm Supporter is made
to order for the patient who is
to wear it.
Supporter is made and mailed
within 24 hours after order is
received at this office.
Made of Cotton, Linen or Silk,
without rubber and washable
as underwear.
ASK US for 36-page illustrated
folder, with samples of mate-
rials and self-e.xplan.ttory meas-
uring blanks.
CKr>o
Katherine L. Storm, M.D.
Orighiator. Patenlee, Owner and M.iker
1701 Diamond St.. Philadelphia Pa.
cep^. .ir<sS)i Jb>n^ -.K^l
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ATLAS CLUB
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W. A. Merkley, A.B., D.O.
487 Clinton Avenue
Brooklyn N. Y.
iQj>^^
DR.
J. WILLIAM BOHRER
109 Washington Avenue
NEW YORK CITY
Borough of Brooklyn
CONSULTATION
HOSPITAL FACILITIES FOR
REFERRED CASES
itrvS'A
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LAMBDA OMICRON GAMMA
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Dr. Gruber (h? Ohs.-Gyn. Quiz): "Emanuel, what is the funaion of
the corpus luteum?"
Emanuel: "The function of the corpus luteum is to act as a lubricant
and to give nutrition to the fetus."
i!
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Dr. Arthur D. Mayer
135 West 81st Street
Nrw York Oty
S:(2pti^
Dr. Theodore James Berger
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
77 Park Avenue
New York City
Caledonia 2028
iir<iS):i tCGpTli ^K^il
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Dr. George S. VanRiper
51 East 42nd Street
New York City
"*-<?S?J!
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Dr. Morris M. Brill
osteopathic physician
Specialist ;
liar, N»..t am/ Thr,„u
18 & 20 East 41st St.
Between Madison and Fifth Avenues
New York Cin-
Tel. Murray Hill 3986
.K<sS)ii
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"What are rice-water stools?"
"The Chinese use them to avoid fatigue while picking rice in the fields."
"One of the Siamese twins spoke to me at the Palace the other day."
"That's nothing— I had a date with one the other day; unfortunately, she
couldn't get away."
Dr. Cressman: "Miss Minnerly, how would you deliver a breech.'"
Norma: "Call Dr. Drew! Well, what do you want me to do
—
go thru
a breech presentation myself?"
Dr. Gruber (i/i Obs. Quiz): "Name an anomaly of the cord."
"A Knot."
"Name another."
"Two Knots."
Prof. Erb: "Name two articles containing starch?"
Frosh: "Two cuffs and a collar."
"Well, Joe, how about entertaining the customers with a little juggling?"
"Not tonight, Red; I'm not in a juglar vein."
Dr. Street: "What would you do for a post-partum hemorrhage?"
Bright Junior: "Tie off the post-partum artery."
"Is there any hereditary disease in the family?"
"Yes, my father and grandfather before him were hung."
vm
f
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Wm. H. Tieke, D.O.
670 Clinton Avenue
iQp^
N.J.
Dr. H. Van Arsdalh Hillman
osteopathic physician
r
200 Central Park South
New YORK
=r<i95« »C(2;>Ti- ^K^ii
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'For We Are Jolly Good Fellows"
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y Tclcph.inc: Humboldt 2507
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Dr. Jerome M. Waiters, D.O.
OSTEOPATHIC SPECIALIST
Ear. Nose. Throat and Eye
23 James Street
Newark, N. J.
Office Hours by Appointi
-*^y.
Dr. Eugene R. Kraus
specializing in X-Ray
K(Sz>Tt
«
2345 Broadway New York City, N. Y.
iK^Si
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I've spent a lot of quiet hours
Just watching Drew or Pennock
Cutting in or sewing up
Some ailing human stomach.
I've watched them use their shiny tools
So clean and bright and slender
A delving in some hidden place
'Mong tissues fine and tender.
They seem to know the place to look
In any troubled human
And what to do when trouble's found
In any wall or lumen.
But I'm content to sit and ivatch
Nor lie down there between 'em
This way I miss a clean white cot
And pretty nurses like as not
But I can say I've seen 'em.
P. B.
n
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Nathaniel W. Boyd, D.O.
osteopathic physician
s
GERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
ice?Ti-
& to
National Hospital Supply
Company
1502 Spruce Street
Surgical Instruments
and Supplies
x^ii tCi2i>Tii -K^S
FORMULA FOR MAKING HOME-BREW
Chase wild bullfrogs for three miles and gather up the hops as you go
along. Add ten gallons of tanbark, one-half pint of bunk paint and one bar
of Ivory soap. Boil six hours and forty-seven minutes, and strain thru an I. W.
W. sock to keep it from working. Add one grasshopper to each pint to give
it a kick. Pour a little in the sink. If it eats the enamel off it is ready to bottle.
Then, after drinking, imagine that in three days you will be riding amid heav-
ily-scented flowers in a hearse.
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Dr. S. p. Ross
Gynecology Linil Oi/fiii.il Surgery
1133 Land Title Bldg.
Philadtlphia Phnna.
Dr. John H. Bailey
special attention given to diseases of
Ear, Eye. Nose and Throat
1623 Spruce Street
Phone: PENnypacker 5520 Philaoelphia
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A little boy once picked up a little girl in his express wagon and proceeded
to take her for a ride. After pushing her around the block, he stopped, saying:
"Anything doing today.'"
"Nope."
"Awright, get out and walk."
The next day the little boy picked up another little girl and took her for
a ride. After the customary block had been tr.iversed, he stopped, saying:
"Anything doing today.'"
"Nope."
"Awright, get out and walk."
A couple of days later he picked up still another little girl. After riding
around a bit, he stopped, saying:
"Anything doing today?"
"Yep."
'Oh, gee! what am I supposed to do now?"
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In Springtime
Gentle Spring is here again
:
All the signs unfold:
Falher's got a sinus pain
And a terrific Cold.
Tiilip-time once more is here:
I've a certain tip:
Sister has a frozen ear
And brother has the grip.
Lovers sitting in the park
Seem, a little off
In the fields I hear a lark
As I cough and Bark.
jMellotr weather is about:
Gone is weather thick:
Trees their little leaflets sprout—
Most everybody's sick.
"Fair and Warmer" is the cry;
Hotter seems the sun:
Ev'ryivhere I look I spy
Doctors on the run.
Lovers sigh and talk of love;
Ev'ry tree's a choir—
And our flat is eight above
Since u-e checked the fire.
Fields loom green and passing fair;
With us robins dwell;
I've doffed flannel underwear—
And I feel unwell.
Fields are gay and skies are bright—
All the world's a boiver.
I am taking night and day
Two pills for every hour.
Everything's begun to grow—
Lilac time has come:
Spring, sweet spring, is here I knotr-
'Cause 1 feel so bum.
Summer time is very near—
Vyinter's reign is thru:
1 can prove it, too, old dear,
For I have got the flu!
^^N^ N^ %^^ V^ S^^VI^V^^-
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The
AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC
ASSOCIATION
begins to help osteopathic physicians while they are
STUDENTS IN COLLEGE
Its periodicals are available
to students at reduced rates
During college year, The Journal is a
valuable addition to the instruction in
textbook, classroom and clinic
Seniors should join the A. O. A. before leaving college
Get full particulars fro?//
Otterbein Dressler
Special A. O. A. Represenlatire
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An Irish drill sergeant was instructing some
recruits in the mysteries of marching movements,
and found great difficulty in gettmg a country-
man of his to halt when the command was given.
After explaining and illustrating several times he
approached the recruit, sized him up silently for
a couple of minutes, and then demanded to know
his name.
"Casey, sir." was the reply.
"Well, Casey, did ye iver drive a mule?"
"Yis Sor.
"What did you say when you wanted him to
stop-'"
"Whoa."
The sergeant turned away and immediately put
his squad into motion. After they had advanced
a dozen yards he bawled out at the top of his
lungs, "Squad, Halt! Whoa, Casey!"
Compliments
of
Dr. D. S. B. Pennock
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The Sartorious
I HE Sartorious is die longest muscle in the body,
arising from the external occipital protuberance,
' i' winding twice around the neck; twelve times
j: ., around the trunk; descends along the lateral aspect of
^['|[J! the leg to insert on the under surface of the calcaneus....
it is a bone of the body situated just below the hyoid
bone, above the sternum and on a line just lateral to the
medial anterior extremities of the upper four or five ribs,
below the clavicle, lateral to the mesial line. Pathology
of the Sartorious causes varying results, a few of which
will be enumerated.
Let us first consider degeneration of the nerves sup-
plying this all important muscle. With improper nerve
supply, contractions will occur causing the leg to flex on
the thigh, the thigh on the abdomen and the foot will
proceed to wind around the neck producing what is
known as a "contortionist." Degeneration of the lower
part of this muscle accompanied with atrophy will pro-
duce referred pains in the abdomen similar to the pains
of Labor; with delivery of a nine pound male child 302
days after the occurrence of the first pain. Contraction of
parts of this muscle will produce such disorders as an
elongated neck due to the pressure around the neck pre-
venting the contents of the neck from developing lateral-
ly; therefore, they must go either up or down. Contrac-
tions of that part of the Sartorious around the trunk pro-
duces the interspaces of the ribs: an abnormal condition
found in so many individuals that the condition is now
recognized as normal, and it is deemed that amputation
is unnecessary.
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Dr. Charles
J.
Mkttart
PROCTOLOGIST
181;
PHIL^DELPHIA
Dr. Edward G. Drew
1^0S Spruce Street
Philadelphia
SURGERY and CONSULTATION
Chiej Ohiietrician and Gynecoiogist
Os:eopalhic Hospital of Philadelphia
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Thysiology J^ah.
Mr. Minich: Mr. Smith and Miss Barton will please go to the other end
of [he room and determine blood pressure by the osculation method.
A woman complaining of illness was recently X-Rayed, and the picture of
her stomach showed one teaspoon, six steel hair-curlers, six safety-pins, twelve
buttons, six hair-pins and a door key. Hurrah! At last we have found the
woman who can stomach these new-fangled department stores.
K(sV»= -*^5?
Dr. a. D. Campbell
osteopathist
1524 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia Penna.
Weightman Bldg.
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Dr. Arthur M. Flack
Conducts a General Practice
EVERY CASE A SPECIALTY
Dean of the Philadelphia
College of Osleopalhy
1911-1924
3414 Baring St.
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WE WONDER WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IP—
Dr. Lutz had his hands tied while he was lecturing?
Dr. Barber didn't have a country to be a country Doctor?
Dr. Green completed a lecture without bawhng someone out?
Dr. Street really answered a question in Gyn-Obs. Quiz?
Dr. Lloyd came to class without his text book?
Dr. Evans had small hands?
Dr. Brearley showed us some gentle technique?
Dr. Leuzinger lost his pigs?
Dr. Clayton told a really good joke in class?
Dr. Lewis made a physical examination?
Dr. Py didn't work so hard?
Dr. Erb smiled at one of his own jokes?
Mr. Minich didn't have his labial appendage?
£192}
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Compliments of
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Dr. Anna E. Brandt
1101 W. Lehigh Ave., Phila.
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Dr. Peter H. Brearley
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
34 So. 16th Street
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S/iburba)} Patient: "Doctor, I am sorry you have to come so far from your
practice to treat me."
Doctor: "Oh, that's all right; I have another patient in this same neigh-
borhood, so I can kill two birds with one stone."
Patient: "Doctor, what can I do for insomnia?"
Doctor: "Every evening keep repeating to yourself, 'I am a night-watch-
man, I am a night-watchman, I am a night-watchman.'
"
Willie: "Pa, what's a parasite?'
His Pa: "A parasite, son, is a man who walks thru a revolving door with-
out doing his share of the pushing."
One: "Did you hear about the traveling salesman that died?"
Two: "No; shoot."
Three: "Left an estate of five hundred towels and a hotel key."
IQ>^
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RESTAURANT
"The Home of Good Food"
22nd and Spring Garden Streets
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H. Y. Kiser, D.O.
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Interpretation of a Prize-fight
BY GROSS
OOD evening, ladies and gentlemen. This is Station P. C. O., broadcasting on
the largest radio hook-up ever attempted. We are broadcasting directly from
the huge stadium at Nineteenth and Spring Garden Streets, in Philadelphia.
The stadium is rapidly filling up and undoubtedly a world's record crowd can
be predicted. Many notables can be seen among the early ringside seatholders. Tonight's
fight is for the heavy-weight championship of the world and is scheduled to go fifteen
rounds to a decision. Dr. Green will broadcast every blow just as it is delivered. The
principals of tonight's fight are K. O. Babinski, of the Plantar region, holder of the
I
world's championship, who is internationally known as "The Daddy of them all," and
Kid Westphal, pride of the patella. The crowd is all keyed up for the occasion, and
the picture men are snapping photographs to the right and to the left. Announcer
Evans will now introduce the performers.
Ladies and gentlemen, in my right hand corner, K. O. Babinski, champion and
;.ll ,| defender of the world's title. To my left. Kid Westphal, the challenger. Give them a
;;!
;
' hand, boys.
I;
Dr. Green will now handle the "Mike."
js^i''] Good evening, folks. There goes the bell. The champ looks good tonight. West-
j| i'l phal seems to be in good shape as he dances about the champ. They are eyeing each
y''\<,\ other and waiting for a lead. The Kid feinted a left and delivered a right, and the
]
champ laughed it off. Babinski leads with a left to the nose, deviating the nasal septum
ri/fi to the right. The Kid is now suffering with dyspnea, probably due to ASTHMA. Dr.
:\J/\ John Bailey, at the ringside, confirms the diagnosis. The black-haired lad is breathing
i hard and apparently the champ will take advantage of the situation. Yes. He lands a
powerful left to the INFRACLAVICULAR region and counters with a short blow to
.' the LARYNX. Westphal is panting. Babinski is now driving rights and lefts to the
"
v\
j
challenger's upper BRONCHIAL tree, as the Kid holds on. The Kid is weakening and
; y/
I
it looks as if the champ will take him in this round. He is closing in on him, and brings
-'[
*i, a right from the GLUTEAL REGION to the SOLAR PLEXUS. Westphal assumes a
:;i {].) supine position on the floor of the ring as the referee, Dr. Ralph Fischer, warns the
!
'': present king to a neutral corner, and takes the count from the time-keeper. One
—
•
'
,!
jl
two—three—four—Westphal rolls over and is now in a KNEE CHEST POSITION
-'/'I five—six—seven—eight—and he is up. He is dizzy, and undoubtedly has a POSITIVE
'^i A ARGYLL-ROBERTSON PUPIL. The champ loops over a short jab to the UMBILI-
:V '!
' CUS as the bell tolls, and the first round is over with the champ holding a very com-
y , fortable lead. Drs. Galbreath, Bailey and C. Paul Snyder are attending to Westphal's
-^[ ';
I
nose. First a PROBE, then ADRENOLIN CHLORIDE, and then they fix the deviated
nasal septum and the Kid's wind is good once more. Drs. Dufur, E. G. Drew and
Balbirnie are occupying ringside seats on my left. Drs. Lloyd and Lutz just came in.
-I |.
j;
There goes the bell.
-,. / (Continued)
V"^, 'NT'^, 'V'^
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THE FLEXIBLE
CANTILEVER
SHOE
FOR
MEN, WOMEN and
CHILDREN
Cantilever Shoe Shop
1932 Chestnut Street
6106 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia
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'J CLINICAL PRACTICE
How to keep the smell of onion from your breath:
Peel carefully, slice with perfect precision, pepper and salt, and add a little
olive oil and a few drops of vinegar and then enjoy it by throwing it out of the
window and buy a pack of Lifesavers.
K(P>^ ''^^??
COMPLIMENTARY
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"Here is a letter it would hardly do for
us to publish," said the patent medicine
quack. "A man writes: 'I have just taken
the first bottle of your medicine!'
"
"Well?" said his partner.
"There it breaks off short and is signed
in another handwriting, 'Per Executor.'
"
^ N^ldT >g±a:, ."S,^..^ '-^
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" Second Round—The Kid rushed from his corner, and delivered three left jabs to
Babinski's EPIGASTRIC REGION. The first punch that he delivered completely shook
the champ. Apparently he is O-K now. There he goes again; he sends his THENAR
,,.: 1 EMINENCE straight to the PRECORDIUM, a MITRAL REGURGITANT MURMUR
'yi'l being heard by Drs. Lutz and Nelis from their close range seats. The champ rallies to
jj^ A send over a left hook which finds its way to Westphal's ACROMIAL AREA. The
'{'•yr challenger, intent upon winning the round, throws two rights to the area of the VAGUS,
;/'
; and the crowd is up on its feet, cheering for him to finish the round. The dark-haired
'4\.iii lad responds with a hook to the MANDIBLES, forcing the OCCIPUT to roll out of
^iV' I the FACET of the ATLAS. Dr. Soden notices the lack of mobility and his fellow
ri /) judge. Dr. Long, records it on the Osteogram. Babinski pours three jabs to the Kid's
I-' V,; INFRAMAMMARY REGION and receives an uppercut from the floor to ±e RAMUS
':;' ;' OF THE MANDIBLE, correctmg the OCCIPITO-ATLANTAL LESION. He reaas
with a left, another left and a right and a left, first to the TEMPORAL REGION and
then to the UMBILICAL REGION, as Westphal falls into a clinch, resting his Biceps
in Babinski's AXILLA. The bell; and the second round is over.
This round went to Westphal. The young pugilist from Patella looks good and is
getting better as the fight progresses. Dr. Brearley is checkin up on the lesion in the
champ's neck. The odds are still 13 to 8 in favor of the champion. It seems that he
will allow the Kid to tire out and then "give him the works." Again the bell.
Third Round—Babinski crushes a right to the eye and Westphal is bleeding from
a gash over his left eye. The blood is now trickling down the Kid's face and Babinski
attacks with a right to the HYPOCHRONDRIAC AREA and another right to the eye,
which is swelling and is apparently an ECCHYMOSIS. The challenger, half blinded,
is now swinging freely, first a right misses by inches; and then a left to the king's
PINNA, and then he dodges a jab from Babinski's left. Oooh! There goes a haymaker
from Babinski's left ACHILLES TENDAN. Socko. What a punch! Right into the
Kid's LEFT LUMBAR REGION. The Kid is stalling and seeks a clinch as he CO-
RENCHES in pain and agony. The crowd is jeering him now as they cheered him a
few minutes ago. In response, he swings wildly and pokes a hook to the FRONTAL
BONE, then sends a right to the PUBES. Babinski folds up as the referee warns West-
phal. The Kid follows up with a hard left to MANDIBLE just one centimeter off the
SYMPHISIS MENTI. The champ goes down for one, while his manager. Dr. Sterrett,
claims a foul and takes a Wasserman for proof. Report comes back negative. The ref-
eree warns both fighters to fight clean, and Babinski, now mad, flexes his big toe and
sends a short jab to Westphal's APEX BEAT, the polygram records the increased pulse
rate and once more the bell. The round goes to the champ by a hairline. Dr. Gruber
and Dr. Kohn are dressing Westphal's eye. The crowd is the laregst ever assembled and
the betting on the outcome is now 2-1 that the champ will win by a knockout. Dr.
Cressman can be seen calling the roll on the $18.22 seats. "Taxus" Snyder, the pro-
moter of the bout, is smiling broadly as he confers with the higher lights present. The
fight is worth seeing and is registering many thrills to the cash customers. As yet, one-
eyed Connelly cannot be found. The bell.
(Conlinned)
^
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Fourth Round—Babinski meets the Kid with a hook to the middle section of the
STERNOCLEIDOMASTOID. Westphal goes mto a clinch and once more Drs. Dey
and Soden notice the second and third CERVICALS in extreme SIDE BENDING
ROTATION LESION. Westphal is suffering endless pain, but keeps on setting a pace,
with a right to the CARDIAC ORIFICE of the stomach and a counter attack of two
lefts to the right LOBE OF THE THYROID. The eyes are seen in EXOPHTHAL-
AMIA and Dr. F. Smith records TACHYCARDIA. A clinch. Babinski delivers six
;>'
^1 short HYPOTHENAR jabs with the right to the posterior cervical muscles, as they
come out of the clinch. Westphal's neck is stiff and contracted. Once more Dr. Long
records a fourth and a fifth cervical lesion. Babinski volleys a short jab to the ribs and
the challenger's KIDNEYS are HYPEREMIC and EDEMATOUS. The fight is slowing
down and once more the crowd craves increased MOTILITY. In response to the booing,
Babinski rained two hooks and a jab to the PRECORDIUM and a left to the 9th IN-
TERCOSTAL SPACE. John B. Murphy's sign is positive. Drs. Pennock and True are
standing by with SCALPELS in hand. Westphal rallies with a blow to the BUCCAL
REGION, loosening an upper molar from its MAXILLARY PROCESS. The champ
drives a left to the GALL BLADDER again and Dr. Muttart points out the right scap-
ular pain. Westphal is in agony and wildly dances away from a short hook, with the
bell ending the round. Babinski's round.
Fifth Round—Babinski looks the master of the situation as he cleverly danced
away from Westphal's lead. Again Westphal delivered a blow, a right hook to the
DUODENAL CAP. They swapped punch for punch at close range. Babinski whocked
two to the FRONTALS and Westphal went crazy, looping right and left all over the
body, first to the ILIUM, then to the jaw. We heard "pop" somewhere, so evidently
he has a RADIOULNAR LESION in his right arm. Babinski drove a peeker over the
Kid's HYOID BONE, sending his first rib into lesion. They seem to be slowing down
and Commissioner Holden tells the referee to warn the boys about their stalling. Babin-
ski reopens Westphal's gash and once more he is freely bleeding from the INCISED
AREA. The bell. Dr. Furey comes to Kid Westphal's rescue and corrects the first rib
and the RADIOULNAR LESION. Dr. Lloyd X-rayed the elbow and O-K'd the
prognosis.
Sixth Round—Westphal met Babinski with a left slug to the MAMMARY RE-
GION on the right side. Babinski stabbed with his left to the STERNUM and a volley
of rights and lefts to the face, the body and then a short uppercut stunned Westphal for
a second. The Pride of the PATELLAR REGION was met with a short jab to the
PRECORDIUM as he attempted a clinch. The Kid bounced back to the ropes. Babinski
vainly punched and punished him at close quarters; first in the AXILLA and then in
the GASTRIC AREA. The challenger regained new MOMENTUM and retaliated with
a few short hooks and crashes. They eyed each other and pummeled away at each
other's NEPHRITIC AREA with the bell ending the frame. Babinski's round. The
champ failed to take advantage of Westphal's weakened condition. I am inclined to
believe that the fight will go the limit, but one can never tell who will deliver the for-
tunate haymaker at the opportune time. The boys are DYSPNOEIC and the smelling
(Co?ilhtueJj
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A REAL ESTATE MAN PROPOSES MARRIAGE
Well, old girl, I'm gonna give you the first chance to make yourself Mrs.
Henry H. Jones. I'm the very best in the matrimonial line, and I won't take
No for an answer. Plenty of women are crazy to geta chance at me; since you're
a good friend of mine, though, I'm making you the first offer. And let me tell
you right now you'll be making the biggest mistake of your life if you don't
grab me while you can get me. Well, whadda you say?
m
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osteopathic physician
818 Pennsylvania Building
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salts crew is working extra hard. There goes the bell for the lucky seventh round. Let's
get up and stretch.
Seventh Round—The Kid led with a right to the ribs and Babinski hammered a
PERCUSSION blow to Kronigs ISTHMUS, registering a WHISPERING PECTORIL-
OQUY. The challenger once more started clubbing away with his right, first to the
CLAVICLE, then to the PECTORAL REGION. A left to the ZYGOMA and a hard
crashing blow to the ANTERIOR NECK. Babinski goes down like a rock. Newton
from his rear seat yells at the peak of his voice, proving his theory of INERTIA and
GRAVITATION is correct. Evidently Westphal slugged the Pride of Plantar in the
TAGUS in the CAROTID SHEATH. At the count of six, Babinski gets up and
clinches. He is in danger, for he clinches. Referee Dr. Fischer pulls them apart and
once more Babinski holds on. He regains his footing by extension of the toes and does
a perfect exhibition of the Merry Widow Waltz. The referee warns that he will dis-
qualify both jugs and Babinski flails into the other, chasing him into a neutral corner,
and sunk him in the TRANSVERSE COLOM with a body jab. Babinski poured fast
pecks to the face, Westphal spitting out a few molars and incisors. The Kid is weak
and it looks like Babinski will take him now if he ever does. Westphal vainly attempts
to clinch, but Babinski punned the hardest blow of the fight to the challenger's HE-
PATIC AREA. The Kid goes down—one—two—three and four—and he is up and he
meets a hook to the beaker and goes down—one—two—and he is up and Babinski brings
one from West Philly to the ABDOMINAL AORTIC PLEXUS and down goes West-
phal in a Sim's position—one—two—three and ten. Westphal couldn't get up on a
Chicago count. Announcer Dr. Evans raised Babinski's right hand and the fight is over.
This is Station P. C. O. signing off.
.1>'V'
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Fords are all right, but sooner or later they
fall down on the job. as we saw one morning
when Robert Chase McDaniel failed to show up
in time for first class.
Also on that morning Norma Minnerly arrived
to class on time for roll-call.
"Have you noticed that during the first three
years of college a student has little time for dates
and that in his last year he just runs wild
"Yes; look at quiet little Amos stepping around
with a Junior. And then there is Wally Fish;
he's steppin' around quite a bit and is creating
quite a reputation, too, but kind of dark."
"EVERYTHING"
PURCHASED OF
"CADMUS, CHEMIST"
Is of the
''Highest Grade''
No Substitution
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ROBERT C. CADMUS
CHEMIST
Spring Garden & 20th Sts.
Philadelphh. V.k.
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"Of the contents of the skull, one ounce is used for thought, the re-
mainder generates power for nerves."
'The body of man is God's drug store and has in it all liquids, drugs,
oils, opiate acids, which God thinks necessary for human health."
"An Osteopath is only a human engineer, who should understand all
the laws governing his engine and thereby master disease."
"I purchased a scholarship in the University of Nature, for which I
have paid a very high price and got my receipt in full."
A. T. Still.
?CS^"
Have you used our Brown Line?
Eslablished IS" IncorpoialeJ 1919
Robert Shoemaker & Co., Inc.
W'HOLESALE DRUGGISTS
Paints, Oils, Varnishes
Manuiiictitrer of
N. E. Cor. Fourth & Race Sts.
I,
Philadelphia
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Telephone DIAmond .'^85
Dr. Carlton Street
1228 W. Lehigh Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
OFFICE HOURS:
Mon., Wed. and Fri. 9-12. 4-6 and 7-9
Fri. Eve. 7-9
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"HA
Harold Lyman—Cheerleader
.
1.
—
Locomotive
-Ra- -Ra- -Ra-
-P—Ra Ra Ra Ra
Ra—Ra—Ra—Ra—P—C—O—Ah
Ra-Ra-Ra-Ra-P-C-O-Ah
Y-e-a Team—Team—Team
O- -Ah
-Ah
2. Short Raes
Yea
Rae—Rae-
—Team
-Team—Team—Team
-A Yo
Y—o—o—o—o—o-
4. An Osteopathy
Rae—Rae—Rae-
Rae—Rae—Rae-
Rae—Rae—Rae-
-Team
Team—Team—Team
-Os—Os—Os—teopathy
-Os—Os—Os—teopathy
-Os—Os—Os—teopathy
-A BOOM-A-CHIC-A-BOOM
Boom-a-chic-a-boom Boom-a-chic-a-boom
Boom-a-chic-a—Ric-a-chic-a
Boom—Boom—Boom
He-He-He—Ha-Ha-Ha-
Team—Team—Ra-Ra-Ra-
6. An Osteopathic Locomotive
O—S—T—E—O—P—A—T—H—
Y
O-S-T-E-O-P-A-T-H-Y
O-S-T-E-O-P-A-T-H-Y
OSTEOPATHY
Y—E—A Team
^^^x^;
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Phone. SPRuce 4iU
Dr. George S. Rothmeyer
osteopathic physician
Hours by Appointment
iepT(=
2227 Delancey St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
«^JJ
^ ^
Res. MANayunk 20^9 OS. MANaymik I30S
2-4 Tues., Thurs., Sat. Afternoons
7-9 Mon., Wed.. Fri., Sat. Evenings
Dr. Joseph Py
osteopathic physician
130 Green Lane Manayunk. Phila. a
Doctor: "Have you taken the medicine as I instructed?"
Patient: "Well, Doctor, I may be behind with the pills, but I'm six weeks
ahead with the whisky.
DO YOU KNOW^ YOUR COLORS.'
A traffic light
Means "STOP" when red
—
But lips that are
Mean "GO AHEAD."
Old-timer: "They tell me that the new dining hall manager gets more
pay than a college professor."
Stude: "Why shouldn't he? His courses are a lot more popular.
"What's the trouble with that Scotch snident?"
"Oh, he just had a shine and then remembered that they were his room-
mate's shoes."
;c(s5>j= =i>;^:>
Dr. Joseph D. Treacy
osteopathic physician
Horn Building
16th and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.
s:ez>Ti.
:sva- «^2;
MICROSCOPES
OF FINE QUALITY
MEDICAL BOOKS
Diagnostic Sets
and Supplies
Talquist Blood Sets
EDWARD PENNOCK
3607 Wallace Street
iir<s2»:« iLQp^^ -icHiS:,
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"Is Bill's family growing?"
"No it's standing stork still."
Salesman: "Can you tell me what kind of a suit your father wears?"
Boy: "I don't know whether to call it a black suit with white stripes or
a white suit with black stripes."
at that."
"Is this town dead?"
"Yeah; it's only a one-horse town, and the horse has sleeping sickness
ll^i
Little W^iUie: "Where did the baby come from?"
Willie's Papa: "The stork brought her."
Little Willie: "'What! Don't you know anything about sex at all?"
"Why were you so careful to see that there were no worms in that apple?
"I'm a strict vegetarian."
Patient: "They tell me you're quite a tennis player, Doc."
Dentist (bashfully) : "Yes; I took a set from Bill Tilden once."
m She: "But I thot this place was always crowded."He: "It usually is between seven and eight, but I believe in coming late
to avoid the rush that comes early to avoid the rush."
A College Professor: A man who is paid to study sleeping conditions
among students.
"Yes, Doctor! I started out to be the oldest undergraduate in this college,
but I gave it up years ago; found it took too long."
i^f
"Did you hear about Jack stepping in front of a train?
'Was he killed?"
"No; the train was backing up."
Farmer: "Doctor, my horse has the heaves "
Doctor: "You had better consult a veterinarian."
Farmer: "Let me finish. I did and he told me to blow a certain powder
up the horse's nose through a quill."
Doctor: "What has that to do with "
Parmer: '"I need treatment. The horse blew first."
""What's become of all the whisky tenors since prohibition?"
"Oh, they are all cigarette sopranos now."
Jaywalker: "What's the quickest way to the emergency hospital?"
Cop: "Just stand right where you are."
R'ii:
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Dr. Richard Hahne^ Jr.
osteopathic physician
155 Maplewood Avenue
Mapletood. N. J.
'JX Xk'
Dr. Edward H. Gibbs
Osteopathic Physician
@
617A Central Avenue
East Orange, N. J.
J-
?:s^- -ie-tfS;» KS^>Ji" -i^^;?
Dr. Mortimer
J.
Sullivan
192 Claremont Avenue
i MONTCLAIR. N. J. 1!
'i,
Dr. C. Norton Tillotson
osteopathic physician
65 Harrison Street
East Orange, N. J.
V.(s^' fCS^-
Dr. Walter B. Underwood
Dr. Harvey R. Underwood
•^
Madison Building
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Dr. F. E. Keefer
Osteopathic Physician
t
7 Fielding Court
i South Orange, N. J.
E) <D
f?S^^ =«^<?e)?5 fCSS>^" =1^^??
Compliments
of
Dr. John W. Lindsay
Park Square Building
MORRISTON, N. J.
Dr. Harold L. Colburn
osteopathic physician
o<::r>o
Madison Building
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
iiQp^^^ ^e<53ii «C<2pT(i
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Hilas Hop, of Hnpville,
Was a carpenter by trade,
His hours were long and tedious
For IVhat little cash he made.
As Hilas got along in years
He was not trouble free,
As headaches, most severe in type.
Developed frequently.
As for sickness throughout his life,
There were few that he had had,
But now he suffered all his share
To nearly drive hi?)] mad
As time progressed, his troubles
Of the joys of life did rob.
He realized something must be done
Ere Hilas lost his fob.
So to the family doctor
He bent his steps one day.
In utmost need of all the help
The healing art might lay.
Hilas said the doctor
Would cure him then he kneiv,
'Cause thafs fust ivhat a doctor's for.
They knoiv fust ivhat to do.
Upon the visit he ivas told
Why matters had gone wrong;
"I'll fix you up," the doctor said,
"The first you'll know it's gone.
"Take these pills three times a day
And rub this on your brow.
And if the pains do?i't disappear
Return ttvo days from notv."
But strange enough, the aches and pains
Persisted to be had,
And Hilas could not understand
Why doctors failed so bad.
A kindly neighbor said to him,
"Take faith in ivhom you may,
W''hy don't you see an astipath,
Or try one anyivay?"
Upon his second visit
To the family doctor there,
He asked advice pertaining
To this other type of care.
"Don't be foolish," said the doc,
"And run into a quack;
They claim they'll cure your ailments
By rubbing on your back."
As time drew on from week to week
Poor Hilas was the same.
He took of this and took of that.
But all was still in vain.
Discouraged by the failures
Of results which xvere to be.
He dared to savor of the thing
—Called Osteopathy.
He didn't understand fust how
They ivent about to treat.
Or what conditions luith two hands
They could expect to meet.
So Hilas for relief then sought
With hope that wasn't much,
Prom something neiv and strange to him.
The art of sense of touch.
This doctor was not long, it seems.
The condition to detect,
And then xvith skill and common sense
The trouble did correct.
As Hilas walked into the street
His head once more tvas clear,
He bore a smile upon his face
And in his heart was cheer.
And yet he woiidered tvhy it was
That people would insult,
And one physician call another
fust a common cult.
It seemed that people of today
Were greedy just for wealth,
Which wasn't for the good of all
Or happiness or health.
So Hilas in the future,
Whate'er his ailments be,
With faith ivill always trust the thing
—Called Osteopathy.
Manley, '29.
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E. M. TiEKE, D.O.
275 Washington Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
lephone. Nerhis 8087
Dr. R. McFarlane Tilley
osteopathic physician
-*
50 Plaza Street
By Appoin/meiil Brooklyn, N. Y.
iQp^. iir<s£)ji «tS!>Tli iC^S:
Patient: "Do you think horseback riding will give me a headache?
Doctor: "No, madam; just the reverse."
Ne/nasthenic: "Oh, Doctor! I have a fallen stomach and nobody seems to
be able to help me. I've tried doctors, osteopaths, and Christian Scientists, and
I'm still the same."
Doctor: "Have you tried yeast?"
"Doctor," said the patient weakly, "you can send me my bill most any
day now."
"Tut, tut," replied the Doctor; "you're not strong enough yet."
KSVS-
\ f
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Dr. Harry B. Martin
osteopathic physician
449 Argyle Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
;C<2pti.
Dr. Edward B. Hart
Dr. Ida J. Hart
Osteopathists
The Richelieu
385 Clinton Avenue
Brooklyn
^K^i.
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Dr. Lillian
J.
French
;C<2z»TI=
351 Raritan Avenue
Highland Park, N. J.
Dr. Foster Cogswell True
Philadelphia Haddon Heights, N.
J.
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Dr. Barber fin clinic): "Does anyone know about the patient for today?"
Bright Student: "She got sick and couldn't come."
Read on a Gastro-enterolog}' clinical history: "The patient has false teeth
with a pain in the right hypogastrium."
She: "Why do they speak of boxing rings when the things have four
corners?"
He: "Silly; whoever heard of boxing matches being on the square?"
And now comes the story of the dumb Frosh who thot that "No Man's
Land" was the women's gymnasium.
Roll-calls are, in general, fine ; but it gets kind of monotonous when an
assistant prof, makes you answer to your name four or five times just to make
sure that you know your own name.
We hear that nursing is not always the pleasantest occupation, but after
hours—these doctors—And How!
"I hear that Jones' stenographer has left him. Wonder what he'll do
without her?"
"Maybe he'll go back to his wife."
f An
'.'IIP
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%emember
MURRAYS
Across
the
Street
-jc^\
Dr. John Armour Atkinson
Osteopathic Physician
tx=>0
MoNTCLAiR, New Jersey
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Dietitian: "A few leaves of lettuce without oil and a glass of orange juice.
There, Madam, that completes your daily diet."
Mrs. Ampleivaite: "And am I to take this before or after meals?"
One of the members of a fraternity recently failed in all the courses he
was taking.
He telegraphed to a sympathetic mother: "Failed all subjects. Prepare
Papa."
Mother telegraphed back: "Papa prepared. Prepare yourself!"
, In the days of Adam when he patroled the Garden of Eden, woman was
considered man's rib; now she's his neck.
College is just like a washing machine; you get out of it just what you
put in—but you'd never recognize it.
"Say, Solomon, how do you get along so well with all your wives.'"
"Oh, you know a word to the wives is sufficient."
A man was recently given life imprisonment for having a pint of gin on
his person. ^X''e wonder what would have happened to him if he had been
caught with a still.
"Stop pounding that typewriter! Youll drive me crazy."
"Well, if a man can't typewrite in his own room, then I'd like to know
where he can. You know a man's room is his palace."
"Yeah; but who wants to typewrite in a palace?"
The number of questions a Co-ed answers in class varies inversely as the
number of times she answers the telephone.
Diner (indignantly) : "Say, waiter, bring the proprietor here at once;
there's a fly in my soup."
IVaiter: "It's no use sending for the boss, sir, he's deadly scared of them
himself."
"What's the matter with you?"
"Eyes tired."
"Such terrible grammar! You should say, 'I am tired.' "
Son (who has caught his father kissing the maid) : "Whatcha doin', Dad,
kissing the maid?"
Father: "Bring me my glasses, son; I thot it was your mother."
"I hear that you married your stenographer."
"Yep! Back in those days she averaged a hundred and twenty words a
minute, but when I got in last night a little late, boy, howdy!"
CS5>^=
STUDENTS
of the
College of Osteopathy
Can get a discount by identifying themselves at
M. AND H. Sporting Goods Co.
512 Market Street
t> Phhiladelphla Penna.
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Sajous Cyclopedia
has an ansiver when the emergency
arises
The Desk Index has 50,000 References
Martinet's Diagnosis Gives a Systematic
Analysis of Symptoms.
F. A. Davis Company
1914 Cherry St.\ C. E. MANTZ, Sales
ir«s93:
FAMOUS BACKS
Backbone
Dobbin's Back
Mac's Back
Quarter Back
Robby's Back
Perk's Back
Horse Back
FIGHT SONG
Then we'll fight for old P. C. 0.
Fight to the end, boys,
Never give in.
Might and right shall win.
So keep on
Fighting 'til victory
Crowns every man.
Then ive'll fight, fight, fight;
Yes, we'll fight, fight, fight,
For P. C. O.
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TYPE-ART
In this Rich and Pleasing Classical Garamond Type Face
As Arranged and Set Throughout The 1928 Synapsis
rHE OAKDALE COMPOSITION COMPANY
S. W. Cor. Germantown and Sedgley Avenues
Philiidelphia
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"My goodnes, but that skirt is tight around the bottom."
"Yes, around the a-hem, too.
"
S»igeoii: "How's that patient with the mule gland operation this morn-
ing-"
Resident: "Not so well, Sir; he kicked himself unconscious last night.
"Where did you get this wonderful billing system? It could extract money
from a Sotchman."
"I simply compiled the letters my son sent me from college."
The gold-diggers' slogan: "Beauty is as beauty doughs."
"What makes you think she's a gold-digger?"
"She called me 'mine' and then did me "dirt"!'
Customer: "Gimme the biggest medical dictionary you got.
Bookseller: "Certainly, Doctor
"
Customer: "Doctor, nothing! I'm an ad writer."
"This Scotch is one hundred years old."
"Funny; it tastes as good as new."
"t^?;r(5^>Jr
n:he BURLING PRINTSHOP
^jf. dS,v1 Printing ^
2133 N. FIFTH STREET PHILADELPHIA
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Philadelphia County
Osteopathic Society
"*^?5
Dr. Peter H. Brearley, President
i06 Ludlow Bldg.. 34 S. Sixteenth Street
Dr. George T. Hayman, Vice-Presidetil
1}3 E. State Street. Doylestotni. Pa.
Dr. Mary Patton Hitner, Secretary
350 South Fifteenth Street
Dr. Harry E. Leonard. Treasurer
Fielders Biiitdiiif
8xeentire Hioard
Dr. C. Earl Evans Dr. James A. McGuigan Dr. J. Ernest Leuzinger
<JM.e7nbers of Qounty Society
I
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Donald K. Acton
Julius Apatoff
John H. B.-\iley
C. D. B. Balbirnie
Sarkis Ball\n
Charles W. B.\rber
William M. Beck
Henry Bellew
Martha V. Benion
Mary G. Bisher
Nat. W. Boyd
W. Brent Boyer
Peter H. Brearley
Robert Bricker
Carl D. Bruckner
Raymond J. Burke
A. D. Campbell
Jennie M. Chase
John A. Cohalan
Helen Conway
Orrin G. Copp
Edwin H. Cressman
William S. Delp
Edward G. Drew
Walter P. Clayton
H. Enrico D'Alonzo
Marion Dick
Ira W. Drew
J. Ivan Dufur
Earl V. Dunnington
Marg. B. Dunnington
Russell Eberlti
H. Walter Evans
C. Earl Evans
F. C. Farrand
Herbert Fischer
Ralph L. Fischer
Arthur M. Flack
Earl B. French
Charles A. Furey
William J. Furey
Marian E. Futer
Dorothy Galbrjvith
J. Willis Galbreath
Dr. Charlotte D. Gants
Dr. H. Mahlon Gehman
Dr. George A. Gercke
Dr. W. Armstrong Gr.wes
Dr. Alice Crenelle
Dr. E. M. Grossman
Dr. Charles J. Gruber
Dr. FR,\Nas E. Gruber
Dr. I. Sylvester Hart
Dr. William H. Hart. Jr.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Henry
Dr. Henry B. Herbst
Dr. Mary Patton Hitner
Dr. George T. Hayman
Dr. Edgar O. Holden
Dr. Phyliss W. Holden
Dr. Mary I. Hough
Dr. Cornelius A. Hurtubise
Dr. Emanuel Jacobson
Dr. Burdsall F. Johnson
Dr. Ernest A. Johnson
Dr. Clarence Kenderdine
Dr. Elisha T. Kirk
Dr. Harmon Y. Kiser
Dr. Herman Kohn
Dr. Fred. W. Kraiker. Jr.
Dr. Lilla M. Lancey
Dr. Harry E. Leonard
Dr. J. Ernest Leuzinger
Dr. Robert R. Lewis
Dr. George L. Lewis
Dr. Frederick A. Long
Dr. Wilbur P. Lutz
Dr. J. Walter L.arkin
Dr. William P. Masterson
Dr. Marie A. ALatchinsky
Dr. James A. McGuigan
Dr. John McHenry
Dr. Anthony J. McNelis
Dr. S. Agnes Medlar
Dr. S'amuel N. Melnicoff
Dr. George W. Moore
Dr. Adelaide I. Muller
Dr. Charles J. Muttart
Dr. Wm. Otis Galbreath Dr. William
Dr. George D. Noeling
Dr. Katherine Noeling
Dr. Vincent H. Ober
Dr. Francis R. O'Brien
Dr. Minnie E. O'Malley
Dr. Thomas H. Oxley
Dr. D. S. B. Pennock
Dr. F. Joseph Py
Dr. Morris G. Reigart
Dr. Anna Riley
Dr. W. L. Roberts
Dr. Matilda Rodney
Dr. Harry Rosenblatt
Dr. Simon Peter Ross
Dr. George Rothmeyer
Dr. Henry A. S,\wyer
Dr. J. Harry Slaugh
Dr. Roscoe D. Smedley
Dr. Irma Davis Smetana
Dr. Francis J. Smith
Dr. J. Francis Smith
Dr. C. Paul Snyder
Dr. James C. Snyder
Dr. O. J. Snyder
Dr. Jean L. Sheperla
Dr. Harry Stegman
Dr. Joanna Fisher Stimson
Dr. D. E. Stombaugh
Dr. C. W. Stevenson
Dr. Janet Penrose T.^ylor
Dr. Lindsay H. Thomson
Dr. Elizabeth Ruth Tinley
Dr. Elizabeth Toomey
Dr. Leo Wagner
Dr. S. Fletcher Warren
Dr. William C. Weisbecker
Dr. Irving Whalley
Dr. Floyd Whitehead
Dr. Osmer J. Wilkin
Dr. Edna Williams
Dr. L. Williams
Dr. Elizabeth Wolfenden
Dr. George Yocum
Dr. Frank E. Zindell
S. Nicholl
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tude to Mr. Matlack whose interest in The
Synapsis has equalled our own. And to Miss
Esther Cummings without whose art work the pres-
ent plan of the book could not have been fulfilled.
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HE real mission of the Class Book is to
provide for each graduate a permanent
record of all that was good in the
"happiest days of life"
It is a completed album of those friends of memory
who will never, never grow old—and therefore the
pathway back to youth.
Custom has now firmly established the publication,
yearly, of a Class Book in nearly every school and col-
lege m the land. As the worth of the earlier Class
Books becomes more and more evident to their owners,
the urge to make bigger, finer and more complete books
becomes stronger in the younger college folk.
Thus, today, we find among the biggest and best
executed examples of the Designers', Engravers' and
Printers" arts, the Class Books of America's great
educational institutions.
The CoUegiate Section ofour organization has helped
to build some of the very finest of these bool{s. Com-
plete sympathy with the real purposes of the Class
Bool^and genuine appreciation of college sentimerits
and traditions form the groundwor\ upon which we
have built this section of our business.
PHILADELPHIA
PHOTO -ENGRA\3MG COMPANY INC.
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Let us not be governed
today by what we did yesterday
nor tomorrow by what we do
today. day by day we must
progress.
c^. T. Still


